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two rooms off of us and they furnisnea
'em grand with such η bookcase and
writlu' desk and a bedroom suit. Me
a fid pop us we used to listen outside
in the ball still. We couldn't hear
what they sayed much, but him he'd
scold in a low woice, and her she'd
cry faintlike so's no one would hear.
The mister lie used to go In town frequent. if not oftener, and I used to tell
pop still, 'You mind if some day he
don't come back no more. I klu see it

Λ

1

His Courtship

About sixty miles west of Atlanta,
on the Birmingham division of the
Southern Railway in Harolson County,
-—_
Me.
is
a
cornfield that has attracted wide atNorway,
Rverson Block,
tention. It is doubtless the most won- ¥
Telephone Connections.
Why Farmers Raise Few Horses. derful
HELEN R.
Held of the kind in the state.
Ια reply to inquiry of E. P. Mayo in
The giant stalks are from fifteen to
Author
<é "Tillie: A Mennonite Maid."
Tlie
we
of
farmers
Homestead, why
π
L. BUCK,
at him how bo's tired of her yet. Yes,
feet in height, and in a plot ten
Aroostook county do not raise our own eighteen
feet square sixty-nine full Hedged ears
he'll go ofT and leave her with that
Surgeon Dentist,
will
we
canin
the
first
hones,
say
place
were counted.
In another square of the
child to keep, now you see oncet If he
MAINE.
takes
four
not
afford
because
it
to,
years eame size, not at all favorably located,
SOUTH PARIS,
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don't,' I sayed to pop."
of patient toil and ceaseless care to
ears were visible.
All my beet work warranted.
"The child was Eunice, I suppose?"
raise a horse, and then he is only three forty-eight
There are ten acres in the field, which
In bis interest in her narrative, not
old. Our winters are extremely was
years
not cultivated with any thought of
H. P. JONES,
followed and eat down merely for Itself, but for any light it
tee.
Daisy
severe, with deep snow and much inis
It
an
extraordinary crop.
producing
[continued.]
clement weather.
beside lier.
Suppose a farmer new hnd, having been cultivated only
might throw upon Eunice, Kinross forDentist,
breeds his mares, we say he has two of
"We've decided It's too hot Just now, got to l>e I'ete and leaned forward
two years, but it has been well cared for
He looked as though he had just pot
MAINE.
a
hundred
or
2000
them.
He
has
few
NORWAY,
during that time, manure and fertilizers out of lied. Ills liair was tousled, his at noon, to walk over to the woods. •cross the table, regarding Mrs. Mornbarrels of potatoes to haul to market a
Oillce Hour»—9 to 12—1 to 4.
having both been freely used, but not feet were hare, and he wore neither We're going to bed until it's cooler," lngstar with a thoughtful frown. The
few miles away. About the middle of
extravagantly.
Georgiana announced. "Why, what's Bouud of his own voice brought him
mares
he
must
those
January
quit using
On the recognized basis of one hun- coat uor wnistcont.
F.SMITH,
the matter, Mrs. Morniugstar?" she back to himself, and he again glanced
on the road because they are so heavy,
Eunice
our
was
"Say. that there
i.
dred ears to the bushel the second plot
for the landlady still looked with apprehension at the girls. But
the snow is deep (plowed out of the road
Attorney at Law,
Ain't It asked,
referred to above would yield something sett in' alongside of you.
several times). There are numerous
pale In spite of the proffered extra dol- they, too. were so interested in the stoMAINE.
like two hundred bushels to the acre, was?" lie demanded aggressively.
NORWAY,
to be sure, but in spite of the
lar.
ry that even the fact of the farmCollection» a Specialty. turnouts,
and the finit square about 40 per cent
"Yes." Kinross curtly nodded, takHome Block.
best of care he will some time or other
"Are you and Pete having a row?" hand's idling in the kitchen while his
more.
All the stalks were double eared, ing a fresh cigar from one pocket and
be obliged to force his team belly deep
while some contained three, four and a match from another. Abe hHd al- asked Daisy, with relish, flinging a employer and Eunice worked in the
Κ URIC Κ A PARK.
into the bard snow, and there is a chance
five ears. One stalk was burdened with
greasy cushion off the settee to a chair fields escaped their notice.
they may come out all right, and they seven full sized ears. This greatly ex- ways I teen abashed in his presence, hut across the room.
Attorneys at Law,
"Yes. It was our Eunice," Mrs. Mommay not.
They may cast their foals. I ceeds the yield of the rich, black, loamy lii-s jo:?lousy was evidently Riving him
MAINE.
"Och, nie and Doc we're harin' a de- lngstar answered, "but that don't come
HKTHKL,
know of several cases last spring where
Kinross, feeling
uîîv. oiitr"· courage.
in
bottoms
of
the
noted
Miami
Park
soil
C.
Elle»
He wants fur to sleep in the In yet. I mustn't get ahead of my stoA illson K. Herrlck.
bate!
it happened.
a pv.'riiMie rn:*e against him for bavSouthern Ohio.
haunted room oucet. I ain't In fur It ry. Oncet when I could hear they was
Admitting that he gets his mares safeΓι\ν:·:ι Eunice away, tingled to use
was procured from RichTho
seed
in;.:
S. HARLOW,
much.
But," she said doubtfully, "I ecrappin' I peeped in the keyhole-uot
ly through the winter and gets his spuds mond, \ a., a brand of corn known as his fists.
to market all right, we have him again
I must give in, too, seein' he's
guess
that I wanted to l»e inquisitive, but a
has
a record of 150
which
Cox's
prolific,
"What was she doin'î" demauded
Attorney at Law,
worse still in the spring
handicapped
a extry dollar on his board
record
the
But
this
to
acre.
bushels
promised
body likes to know, too, what's goln'
MAINE.
Alw in a t »n of snilen suspicion.
DIXriELD,
work. If we take the average farmer
fur the chanct."
has been surpassed by 30 per cent. The
on in their own hotel. Well, that there
Kinross
"Ιΐ
Λ";?
Nothing,"
to
respondten
or
15
acres
some
potatoes
planting
The girls stared, puzr.led, and Kinground was first thoroughly prepared, ed.
woman could have easy got a divorce
RIGHT A WHEELER,
he will need to push that team an actual and then the seed was drilled
blowing a cloud of smoke from his ross liad a look of
in, but in
being cornered. But cheap if she's of Just brang up some
working day of 12 hours, besides feeding rather an irregular manner, the stalks mouth.
even in bis annoyance at such a "give
remarks where be made."
having sometimes standing singly and again in
"What vas :;be here fur, then?"
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law. times. With ahe pair ofnotmares
do that and
could
away" the added liveliness of Geor"What remarks?" inquired Kinross.
suckling colts
This
and
four.
three
of
SOUTH PARIS, MAINK.
she chose to be, I suppose."
two,
groups
"Because
in
rare
self
fuce
Its
sumAll
to raise good horses.
forgetfulgiana's
expect
"Why," she exclaimed, "he run at
Iu
has
several
attractive
corn
did
qualities.
Alton C- Wheeler.
"She went up to bed when I
Jamea S. Wright.
mer long the work crowds him and he
ness under her momentary surprise
with a razor!"
her
the first place the cob is very small, and
a'ready. What fur has she snuk down was not lost upon him.
must use his team to the limit of their
"Remarks?" he questioned hazily.
the kernels are unusually deep, with a
work
done.
Now
to
the
again?"
&
capacity
get
J. H.
"Board? Does he pay board?" askdistinctive feature in the closeness and
"And me, I hollered and run. And it
"I might ask the same question of
there are few who raise so few acres of
ed Daisy, half reaching for her notesolidarity of the rows. Any given numwas just the next night the crime was
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS,
most of them have from two to
Abe."
spuds;
ber of ears would far outweigh the or- you.
book. "A farmhand Isn't boarded."
li High Street, South Pari*, Maine.
commit. It was the 27th of July. Wo
four times as large fields and work them
"I heerd her when she snuk downdinary corn.
Mrs.
Morningstar was confused. was called to the room by the screamTelephone 111-12.
with only one team.
and
on
some
I
So
things
But perhaps the most remarkable etaire.
put
"Och, Doc," she stammered, "how's a In' of the little baby, and we had to
But admitting even these obstacles
thing of all is that this is the season's follered her up."
Maps and Plans made to order.
are overcome, when the first autumn
body to answer 'em? Well, to be break the lock, and there we found the
auLast
the
land.
from
second
crop
"What for?"
Mapsofthetlmberlamlsan·! pocket maps of 1 comes he will have to stable feed his
she added, becoming resourcerure,"
woman dead in lier bed, lyln* In a pool
from
wheat
to
was
tumn
it
sale.
for
planted
each county
"I conceited I'd see what she was
colts from the last of September till which there was harvested in the
ful, "a farmhand's board Is counted of blood, and the man he had flew!
Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
spring
to
and
a
full
anyhow."
in
up
June,
months,
eight
early
as part pay."
a crop of wheat hay that averaged over
There was a envelope pinned to the
weeks (it has
"Yes?" s::id Kinross In an absent
in that time there will be
"How fine of you. Peter," said Geortwo tons to the acre, which commandwith some money in it. We conbaby
blowand
hat
his
been so this winter), when the weather ed *:24 in the
back
open market. The suc- tone, pushing
giana enthusiastically, "to rise above ceited It was meant fur to pay any
is so tierce he will uot send his dog out cessful
smoke.
of
Your
raising and harvesting of two lug up circles
this sordid, superstitious fear!
one where would keep the child. Well,
doors, much less a young colt. 1 have a such crops in the same season is a strik"She coiue out here and set alongside
spirit of inquiry, too, is fine. I am us we didn't give no one else the
Me.
have found it
winter
and
this
Main
weauling
St.,
Norway,
of
14
of you." pursued Abe. "I seen her!"
ing evidence of the productiveness
glad you are undertaking to do this, chancet.
hard many times to let him out often
Me and pop we took aud
Georgia soil, especially when manipulat"So did 1."
Peter. I believe we can rise to a plane
enough for needed exercise. So there ed by a farmer from the central part of
kep' the child."
that
to
do
want
she
did
fur
"What
he is with his colts the first winter.
where fear is entirely eliminated."
"How much money was there?" in
the great empire state of New York. It
there?" Alw angrily demanded.
The uext spring one or both of them is
"There's a mouse," remarked Peter
Kinross.
confidently believed that as a result
quired
It?"
wasn't
was
is
Abe,
"It
taste,
He
must be castrated.
queer
busy again. of the experience gained in the preparaexperimentally, pointing under the set"That ain't neither here nor there,"
to
ain't
and
The colt must be cared for every day or
spoon
"She's my girl,
you
tion, etc., even a larger crop and a bettee, and simultaneously the two girls, she auswered curtly, coloring and lookelse he is liable to get sick and die.
ter record will be made in subsequent with her!"
with
repressed shrieks, ing uncomfortable.
"It wasn't so
genteelly
Then our farmers (I know many of
"Go to bed, Abe," Kinross advised
years.—Wallace Norris, Harolson Counto their feet.
all the
considerln'
•prang
suitable
wonderful
the
have
not
much,
pasturage
them)
in Tribune Farmer.
wearily.
"It ain't no such a thing!" Mrs. trouble we had to take raisin' the
Lead for the colts. Most are fenced in with ty, Ga.,
All Kinds of Pipe
notice she run off mighty
took
"I
barb wire or else the pasture is a low,
Morningstar indignantly denied the re- child and the trouble we're bavin'
The Fast Walker.
and Iron.
quick when she heard me comin\" be flection on her housekeeping. "It ain't
boggy, half cleared piece of waste land.
now," she added vindictively, "with
editor of the Farmer has hereto- 6ald, with dark suspicion.
The
But let us get them through till three
A mousy house
no m ices in my house.
her runnin' after our Abe the way
Telephone 134-11.
the training of horses to
fore
urged
a
that's
"Not very flattering to you;
years of age. Now they must be trained, secure a fast
—that there I don't have."
and given his
doin'. To bo sure," she concedshe's
walking
gait
while his cellar is full of spuds. Some
fact," Kinross conceded.
Daisy, holding her skirts high enough ed, "we didn't raise lier the way her
experience showing the additional value
J. WALDO
get ruptured. Admitting he gets the of horses so trained both for purpose of
lea ν in' her be?" Abo to reveal her pretty ankles and dainty
"Are you
I never did
mother was raisin' lier.
colts traiued and in good working order,
sale and use on the farm and highway. threateningly asked.
shoes, and Georgiana, trembling, stood see a baby tended the way she done—
he now has a pair of $500 horses after
his
from
same idea is well set forth in the
his
The
Kinross took
cigar
out in the middle of the room.
white dress every day—now
four long years of ceaeeless care and
a clean
following, contributed to the Agricul- mouth and measured the bucolic youth
"Is mice eliminated from that there mind!
Oh, that baby
Yes. Indeed!
worry.
tural
made
Epitomiet:
before him with cold eyes, which
Now I will tell you why we can better
plane you referred to, missus?" Peter mustn't never get dirty when her
horse is made in
fast
"The
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
walking
afford to buy $500 class of horses. 1
the other's fall in embarrassment Inquired.
mother had her! She must be clean
breaking the colt. lie usually wants to
"Do
smile was wan.
NORWAY. will first mention a case from life that 1 go too fast and is held down until he Then, turning his back on him, he
Georgiana'»
the time and get washed all over
ail
Telephone Oonnoction.
have seeu where I am well acquainted
contiuued to smoke.
comes to believe that hie gait is to be a
you mean to bo facetious, Peter?"
every day, mind you, 'stead of oncet
with the man. Five years ago he rented
and
hesitated
is~
finally,
room
Abe scowled,
walk. If the colt is to be
"Supposin* the haunted
a week, like 11s country people does to
HOLUSTtR 3
farm with stock, horses and seed dragging
a
trained to walk up briskly, but not trot, with evident reluctance, gave up the mousy," he suggested.
Then she practiced this
our babies.
stock. He planted fifteen acres in potaMountain Tea
he is never allowed to trot until he is tight and sluuk away, going slowly
if
"The mice are no doubt the only here
toes, sowed a lot of oats and other grain.
hy-geen ou It-she must scald the
he
as
fast
as
walk
A Β as? Usdioiso for Busy People.
trained
to
back to the house.
creatures that haunt the place." Geor- milk to foomgnte the germs, or whatJust as spring work was done he was thoroughly
can without trotting, there will be no
Brings Qoidea Health and Renewed Vigor.
offered a 50 acre farm, with nine acres in
giana answered, still holding high her ever, and wash her mouth and eyes
A s^voilio f ir Coiistipatiou. In iik'Sstion. I„i»e
bis walking in after life.
about
trouble
nn I Κι In i' Troiible·;. Pimple». Kc/ema. Impure
skirts.
potatoes already breakiug ground, for
with borax water. You wouldn't bea colt that is being trained beWhen
Β d liai Ureal h. 9α·ρΜ Boivel», Headae!:·· $000. He took it right off. That fall,
CHATTER XIV.
"You will find out If you try sleepiu'
to lag, touch him gently with the
and ll.toku -lie. It's Ruck y Mountain Tea in tah· before snow was off the
gius
lieve auybody'd l>e that duium to take
ground, he had
Kinross o]>encd his eyes there," Mrs. Morningstar warned them.
Genuine made by
I t form. 1ΐ cents a box.
to let him know that he must
all that there trouble, would you? Hut
sold $000 worth of spuds. The 24 acres whip
CosiPANV, Madison. Wis.
ii ν isrEi;
witli
cauwas
it
the next morning
move on a little more briskly, but do
Daisy dropped her skirts after a
that there's b.v-geen. I hear lots of
besides seed for next year,
GOLDEN NIGGET3 FOR TALLOW PEOPLE returned him,
of pleasure that tious glance around her and took up
not strike him hard enough to hurt and
ii
sense
tow ners believes In this here hy-geen.
nearly $:ί000. He bought a pair of well- excite him. Make him keep on walking
gradually, us full conscious- her notebook. "What are the facts Well, after we found the dead corp in
matched, even-mated horses for $000, as fast as he can and the habit will soon
the form of
bought lumber for buildings, and some become a fixed one and his value will be ness came to him, assumed
there I wouldn't do It to sleep at the
a desire to continue his interrupted
I
machinery. Now that young man sits increased 23
hotel till after the funeral was.
as
farm
as
far
cent
per
of the night before with Eunice.
independent on his little farm, with a work is concerned
to the neighbors'. The news of
and when ready for talk
slep'
fine set of buildings, a nice litt'e wife
his hands clasp·
will bring a price considerably As lie lay on his hack,
the crime got put out all over the
Portland
ami a couple of rousing big youngsters. market,
he
in excess of another animal of the same ed uuder his head, the impression
country, and we had a wonderful big
Aroostook County,
val
Lund
—V.
T.
I,
PORTLAX· ΑΛΙ» BOMTOX,
Rut not one mourner," she
breeding that cannot be made to walk had received of the charm of the girl's
funeral.
Me., in New Eugland Homestead.
STATEROOMS fl.OO.
briskly.
personality cauie hack to him vividly,
added In a shocked tone, "uot one
he
A slow walking team makes work drag lie complacently decided
that
Echoes from the State Urange.
crape weil! When there ain't no crape
S'eamshlps "Governor Dingley" or
in spite of every effort of the driver. would take the lirst opportunity that
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,
weils it don't remind me of a funeral,
Among the many resolutions adopted, Farm work must be done with the
day to see uud talk with her once
Portland, week days at 7 P. m., for Bos- the following seems to be of great im- horses at a walk and a
not? Well, the preacher lie had
ain't
difference
slight
ton.
There
a wonderful solemn sermont.
portance to our state and our order: in the rate at which the team gets over more.
rut the day passed, and the opportu''Resolved, that the granges of the state the ground makes a great difference in
was two or three sayed to me afterRoturnlnc
in
one
itself.
shall appoint special meetings,
nity did not present
the work accomplished.
W'ard bow they felt under his sermont,
Leave I'nion Wharf, Boston, at 7 p.m., summer, one in winter of each year to
In the evening he betook himself to
The great trouble with most teams is
and oue sayed how she liked to hear a
the
matter,
this
consider
important
for Portland.
that they are allowed to get into the the terrace l .v the gate and sat waiting
Bolemn preacbin' like hlsn on a funeral
granges to meet in unions of three or habit of dragging along at the rate of for her to come out to him. Not until
so that her heart gets affected.
Through tickets on sale at principal four on these occasions and secure
when
even
about two miles an hour,
his vigil had reached the hour of 11
railroad stations.
"As a general I kin stand a good bit.
of
or
readers
touching
papers
becomes
habit
this
speakers
going unloaded and
unrewarded did he give it up.
that
our politicians may
lines.
don't soon go to bed sick, but that
the
I
other
on
low
as
the
as
for
rates
subject,
to
remove,
fixed and impossible
Freight
"She's afraid of A he." he decided as.
kuow that the granges of Maine propose firm horse that gets in the notion of
there crime sent me to bed fur near a
All cargo, except Live Stock, is inthat
with a keenness of disappointment
to intercede and prevent further wanton
week, with all the work layin'. Top
going slowly will poke along in spite of
sured against tire and marine risk.
destruction of our woods." We hope any urging that may be used.
surprised himself, he went Into the
he was so much fur tellin' all about it
this matter will not be allowed to drop,
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
sileut house and sought his bed.
There is much farm work that is very
to comers and goers, and It would
and that a large number of the Maine light on the team. Cultivating is not
Portland, Me.
The two following days left him still
work me up so to bear him come over
the
to
appoint- heavy work and drawing a mowing ma- foiled of his purpose. It looked as
granges will early attend
ail that I used to wish we didn't
it
union
meetings.
these
special
ing of
chine does not call for more than a
though the girl herself tried to avoid
hotel so's there wouldn't be no
be
shall
that
keep
the
that
Also,
speakers
small fraction of the power a horse may
him. The fact only aggravated his
and goers to tell it to."
as to create a savcomers
will
be
such
to
loads
secured,
exert without injury.
Hauling
desire to renew his investigation of
She paused to take breath, but Klu
ing interest in our forests.
market is not heavy work when the
like
was
being
The committee on good of the order roads are good and all these kinds of her. To defer it so long
rose was ready with a question to urge
made the following recommendation: work should bo done with the team obliged to wait a whole mouth for the
her on.
"That the executive committee arrange walking at a rate that would keep a next number of an Interestiug serial.
"How do you know that It was not a
to have our various local and Pomona man on a comfortable dog trot all the
There were many things they had
case of suicide rather than murder?"
official
visited
by
grauges systematically
time."—Maine Farmer.
not talked out that night she had come
"The coroner's jury," replied Mrs.
representatives for the purpose of laying
to hltn. It remained yet to decide what
Morniugstar, "sayed she didn't suoNow.
before the membership such measures as
Do the Culling
in
should
take
she
up
employment
code herself, but was murdered in the
have received the sanction and approval
It is strange how many people dielike town.
of this body, ami explaining the same, to cull out
first degree."
anmals. They
unthrifty
Kinross had usually found that his
nuu
to the end that these measures may be
v. imnui
Uie muruureu
"It IS
pour feed into them month after month,
inverse
in
an
was
woman
a
iu
more generally understood and more
interest
haunts the room?"
and then after six months or more of
with her. The
unitedly supported."
"I don't know," she answered, turnheavy feeding have nothing to show for ratio to his intimacy
Through the report of the committee iheir grain and care. The time to cull is charm of mystery or eiusiveness about the case?" she asked, with a
ing white again. "I ain't never slop'
on dairy interests, the grange commitMrs.
Morulngstar.
like
eye upon
right now, before the winter feeding quickly vanished on a closer view. But lawyer
there. Oucet. l>efore we quit liotelln'
ted itself to the furtherance of advanced
season commences in earnest; and don't
here was a case hi which what at first "I'm awfully stuck on psychic phe- and
began farmin' this here place, we
dairy thought, and the establishing of stop with the unthrifty hogs and sheep. had seemed a perfectly obvious char- nomena."
that there
a traveilu' man In
cow test associations, and the sustaining
elept
cattle
the
Cull right straight through
"I don't know right what you mean,"
acter grew more mysterious and thereSouth Paris, Maine.
of the law regarding imitation dairy
and about the middle of the
room,
stunted
A
barns.
horse
and
the
hesitated. "Is it tlmt
yards
he waked us all with runnln'
products. The committee ou education or unthrifty horse will make an expen- fore more interesting each time she Mrs. Morningstar
makes in night
you want to know wliat it
took advanced grounds in methods of sive work
because it has not the opened her lips.
through the hall, screeehin' he'd saw
animal,
room?"
haunted
at
the
education; emphasizing the value of endurance to stand a hard
his
Irritation
As a diversion from
day's work.
'a ghost. And after that we never put
sound bodies and healthy minds. The The inilk cow that has poor digestion his continued failure to see her alone
"Yes. What has been seen there and
no one ln there no more. Their furul
of
the
is
committee would urge the grange to has no
what
story
And
place in the dairy barns, eating he one day asked Mr. Morningtar*· by whom?
ture Is all there yet too. The neighbors
educational
with
the
iu
touch
sysa
romantic
keep
worth $12 and $'21 worth of permission to sleep that night In the the room? Usually there's
clover
that near every night any per·
Emphasiz- bran. hay
tem of our public schools.
to tells us
The steer that stands at the haunted
ι» quickly absorbed.
legend attached to a place believed
part of the house.
son passln' our place late kin sec α
ing the facts that to meet the ends of bunks most of the time but still shows
Gues Relief at Once.
haunted."
be
his
effect
He was surprised at the
there
life, the body must grow, the mind de- no gain is an expensive animal to have
queer light In the winder of that
It cleanses, soothes,
Mrs. Mornings tar was usually garfarmroom. Our Abe seen it oncet too."
velop and the moral nature bo trained, around. In addition to these poor feed- simple request produced. The
beth>-ais and protects
liked
nothing
and
first, let us strive for health and physi- ers, there are usually animals about a er's wife turned white to the lips and rulous enouuh
"Peter," Daisy turned eagerly tc
tho disc;L>uii memin ter than to gossip of her own and her
cal perfection of the body, then before
farm which keep eating but never trembled so that she had to pause
Kinross, "are you husky euough tc
big
br.me resulting from
lisinterested
culan
before
to
and
knowledge place culture
Cut them all her clearing of the dinner table and neighbors' affairs
seem to gee anywhere.
Catarrh and drives
sleep in that room? If ycu an you'll
ture place character.
tener. But she did not seem to greet
out. Better give them away than feed sink Into a chair.
tell us about the ghost, won't you, ta
aw:iy a Cold in the
readiThe report of the committee on fire them five or six months.—L. C. Brown
usual
her
"You couldn't hire me with dlmons these questions with
H-ad quickly. liemorrow evening—If you meet her?"
wonderful results.
insurance showed
in Tribune Farmer.
stores the St>ns**s of
to go near there!" she gasped. "And ness.
"Ain't you got afraid to sleep there
Two of the companies have made but
to me to tell
come
1 «ate and Smell. Full size 50 et*., at Drugdon't
easy
"It
leave
to
Ik?
doln'
you
I wouldn't
right
what 1 toie yot
assessment during the year, the
one
fur all now, Doc—I'ete—after
there,
what
gi*ts or by mail. Ια liquid form, 75 cents, other none at all. The report of the
happened
about
know
crookif
don't
be so venturesome
The boy who is allowed to plow
you
Mrs. Momingstar asked lncredu
yet?"
some
years
fur
twenty
It
to
tly Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New Y ork. committee on domestic economy was ed furrows and perform botchy work ol better yourself."
used
I'm
all
wasn't workln' out lously.
He had lingered after the rest had now. If Eunice
particularly able and valuable. The any kind is likely to be rather slack
"I'll tell you tomorrow morning," an
the
other
hand, every left the dinner tahle to put his request, with pop and Abe this after in the
committee treated first of the home, through life. On
Kinross. "Maybe I'll cut and
swered
A new Lot
him
trains
work
she
woman;
of
the subjec',"
bit
good, thorough
superintended by the womanly
and he was alone with her. With his fields over I'd change
like the traveling man. Yot
too.
in
future
run,
results
soil
that
a
for
occupation.
home,
self
any
with a
one who has learned
simple
usual contempt for feminine logic, he said, using the phrase
The best ol a
of
Goods.
tc
has
tell what you'll do whei
that
can
to
fault
never
bow
a
common
and
is
Slackness
reliance
knowledge of self
iu reasoning conscious air of employing elegant
oak woodwork for closets. No old get the best out of everything, is the be slowly and painfully unlearned bj woukl not waste time
up against a ghost."
you're
never talk
don't
we
ue
"fur
at
language,
to work it with her on the point at issue, but
"Say," Mrs. Morulngstar suddenly
greatest legacy to leave any «hild. many country boys who go
goods. Call and see this line.
before her about, what hapher eyes moving from on<
Nc Flowers, music and restful pictures aid •hops, stores or colleges. Sometimes it once put to her the one argument anything
exclaimed,
attended to.
near
twenty·
It's
bing
there;
in making any home attractive. Have is to be feared the trouble dates back which he knew could scarcely fail to pened upstairs
another of her listeners with ar
to
she
for
team.
Eunice
charge
Slack, careless, poorly trained convince her. "I'll pay a dollar extra one years back a'ready.
no useless ornaments in the house that further.
anxiety amounting to distress, "loot
will interfere with the proper sport of farmers can scarcely send out sons with board this week for the privilege." he was just a little over a year old."
Xj. M. Longloy,
at here. Yous won't speak nothln' t<
busi
the obildren. Never sacrifice the com- thorough working habits or good
She sat down to tell her story, and
In dealing with Mrs.
said.
Delicacy
will yous. about this here'
theii
returned to thf Eunice,
Maine. forts of home and family to fancy work ness ways. Farmers who wish
Ii
Morningstar would have been casting Oeorglana aud Daisy
Norway,
Γβ Ave always kep' It from her.
Erect lasting monuments to sons to avoid the father's business faults,
notebook
or clubs.
her
with
latter
the
settee,
let them work » while for sotni pearls.
would l>e ugly to tell her her pop mur
your memory, by making the girls good should
1
her
ip.
"What fur do you waut to do some- open on
homemakers. Dress tastily, for happy other man.
dered her mom ln the first degree."
"We were keepin' hotel here and w·
>
pin that dangerous?" she curiously inis the man who has pleasant recollec"And," thought Kinross, "that hei
Ilert
and
goers.
had a-uinny comers
tions of his boyhood's mother! Banish
It is a good practice to card and brust quired, weakeulug in her resistance, a«
left a sum of money for hei
father
his
and
a
man
come,
one day a
the hurry fever with the cooling draft of the cow thoro ughly every day, promis he was sure she would.
n
and
support."
•
cil'sus and thi'Ir baby a year
forethought. Practice strict economy ing the comfort of the animal and in"I never met a ghost. I'd find It In"Doesn't she ever ask question! 1
!
half old. They was tony people—that
in faultfinding, and in gossiping, but dc creasing the flow of milk. These little
to make the acquaintance of
teresting
r
about herself?" Inquired Daisy. "If !
Love attentions are
had
money
the
where
'em—and
they
not economize in your affections.
must
give
easily possible
one."
me long t< >
'or «ι χ teen year· I have fitted glaate· to <t«
makes the home.—B. Walker McKeen ir cow is a family pet—Suburban Life.
they'd stay r wore she It wouldn't take
He suddenly started as he became plenty. They sayed
fretire eye· and nothing else—that make· me 1
nboard."
wkin'
New England Homestead.
liked
jet
as
my
they
while, hein'
aware of Georglana's presence in the
•peclallai. if your eye· trouble you tn any way
"There fur awhile she did," Mrs
eat nmeh
aad If you want expert advice In r«gar<l to th<
cherries, to my mind, thi kitchen. She had come in at the dooi though to Ih* sure they didn't
Among
Uornlngstar said. "But us we put he
one of 'em. The missus wni
A liberal use of straw and sawdust, Montmorency is one of the most pro
neither
same, come to the man who la a specialist, wt\< >
the
into
walked
had
and
behind him
off with Just telliu' her her parents lef t
and s'.ie nevei
with a dusting of land plaster gives ui ductive and profitable of all sour cher
•lues one thing only. No charge for eye examti
He cast s always wonderful pale
room before he saw her.
absorb ries
her here a walf.V
D. Willard, Ontarii ,
She was always
atton· or consultation.
a smile.
very satijfactory results for alt
fetch
grown.—S.
could
hasty glance upon her to find evidence
The cow
ent.
dressing needs nc County, Ν. Y.
"If the whole neighborhood knew ο f
settin' and thiiiklu,' starlit' In front ol
ι
of her having overheard his remark
it I don't see how you've kept It fron 1
especial care to keep it from beating
no person noi
uotlciif
uot
and
herself
In his natural tone and lan
We keep pigs on the horse dressing, anti
Grain and hay crops are bad to groi r delivered
her," remarked Georgians. "Surel;
She didn't seem to have n<
Kye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 1S-4.
find they will so thoroughly mix anc in orchards. They rob the trees ο f guage and not in that.of bis assumed uothin'.
some one would be apt to tell her."
fur that baby of hem.
heart
stir it that heating i« impossible, and ai
character.
fertility and moisture.
"We never let her go much. We kep
mind, still, that it was
wouldn't
to quickly at
"She
to
tarn
fed
are
the
•
pigs
i
We Do all Kind· of....
But Georginna was not observant
her close at home, Just so's sb
and she'd near leav<
her
on
settin*
lap
size will permit, they add greatly to th<
heard hln
There is never a time in the year tha t She gave no sign of having
ha( I wouldn't hear nothln'. We thought 1 t
often
her
and
ΙΙΙιη
value of the dressing.—W. E. Lelaud
off.
it
slip
"
JOB PRINTING.
does not have use fo f as, fanning her heated face, she lan
so nnsettla'
Androscoggin County, Me., In Main< the fruit grower
words up in their rooms. They rente< I would be
his pruning khlfe.
guidly rested on the big wooden set
Farmer.
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"To learn ho;v she's been slaving for
her living v;liich probably had iieen
paid for," thought Kinross.
"I don* know what's made ine speak

m"No

It tb.n 1erof Russia.
She appeared so disappointed to hear
It· tno
It that he hastened to add,
most
surprise I ever had lu

^hë'boamed

are

Zwm

There were the novels of Scott, DuDickens. Thackeray, George Ello
ami Charlotte Bronte, the t::'es ο

mas,

bS

so dilhcult.
«I have uot uwant to make It dlffl
cult. Oh. no. indeed. Rut you know 1
nni kept very closely at work.
Bnt wby kaven't yon come
out to me in the eveuings-to the
«pring house or to the terrace by the

h;„.

think." she said, her color deepening and her eyes falling. "It wouidnt
have been—maidenly.
,
"Well, then, at least you m Rht be
about somewhere where I could come

"Al>e keeps a Jealous watch upon
me," she said without looking up.
"Al>c? Abe be hanged!"
"And then," she added, her head
sinking a little lower. "I would not
wish to obtrude

Ile mounted a chair and,
taking down a volume, was a little
surprised to find that It was a French
The book was thick with
edition.
dust, and its removal from the shelf
had sent a little cloud of dust Into his
eyes. He had a passing wonder in the
fact that the top shelf alone was
Balzac.

eau

P^-zied.

"sfou'd

to co on with that talk.
"I,et u<5 go on with it now. h ie si
a deep contentment radiating from her

He
ttt"u/Vight."comfortably

relaxed and leaned
In hie own
chair, restin-r his forehead on Is liu
£ors and looking as complacently satbuck

and read:

CONFESSION.
I. Beatrice Daniels. make the following
the
face of Imminent d«nth.
confession In
being unable longer to live nnrl bear the
burden of my crimc. My husband threatens to murder me If I confess our crime,
and I myself would choose death at my
own hands rather than languish In a priswould
on. wl'ir.i ·..·( ihe fate my confession
A

bring

Thereupon me If I lived to face It.
I
for* when this paper Is found and read
taken
my
shall be dead, either having
own life or having been murdered.
The ch'ld. Eunice-

Kinross started as at this Instant his
was suddenly caught by a faint
Bound Jn the corridor without-the

ear

Round, he thought, of an approaching
fght step. lu a moment he hnd blown
out his light 'and stepped down from
Ids chair, folding and thrusting the
paper into his pocket as he did so. One
quick glance about him, and be slipped
behind the high headboard of the old

fashioned bed. There he waited motionless for the appearing of the spirit
or whatever it was that was coming,
for the sound of approaching steps on
the .bare wooden floor of the ball was
It was not
now quite unmistakable.
mice either. Of that he was sure e&
with tense expectation be waited and
listened. So there was actually some
foundation for this story of the ghoetl

more

islled as she did.
44Kut first," she said tiuildly»
would ask a promise of you."

...

"Yes. Eunice."

"Will vou not betray to Mr. or
^
Uornlngstar that yon nnnr mn here.
to
them
"Whv don't yoti wish
know?" he asked, feeling his complacency disturbed by her apparent cow-

ardicc.
"They would lie very angr>.

"Why need you care for that.
"Rut they would stop my coming m
I bnee kept them from
the
knowing these many jears.
"These many years? You have been
In the habit <>f coming to this room r
"Pverv night for many years.
he exclaimed. "Then you are
the ghost! The flickering light s.»en
at the windows by passersby Is your

future'

••Aha'··

candle!"

Seated Turk fashion

un

"Yes."
"What did you come for?"

the Led.

sudden sense of a
His nerves tingled
ns he realized liis isolation here tonight with this exquisite young creaKinross

with

Πβ* sat'^uprlght

a

In his chair. "For
many years you have been reading the
books in this room7'
"Yes."

unique loveiiness.
ture.

lie carefully raised himself from his
and leaned against
the wall. How was lie to reveal him·
eclf without too greatly startling her?
The shock or fright of suddenly lieholding a man in the room when she
herself alone—at the hour of

110

stooping position

SUirt'U

III

HIT

iur

nil

luamuv

Then
with astonishment.
he sank hack In his cbalr. fitting to·
pother the tips of his lingers, a habit
of his when trying to think things out
"I see," he snld slowly. "I see."

spellbound

He asked her a

question abruptly.

"Why would the Moruiugstars stop It
if they knew?"
"They would think It made me less
strong to work for them—staying up at
You

night.

will

not tell them?" she

repeated anxiously.

"Of course I shall not tell—that goes
without saying, child. Rut." he asked
curiously, "were you never afraid to
was
cotno here—knowing the place

haunted?"
"I had great fear.

But my longing to
read the ImhjUs was even greater."
"Your refusal to tell me the other
evening how you 'came by' the 'few
books' you had read—you were afraid
I might betray you?"

"I'm very sorry I've frightened you.
I came here to meet the ghost. Are
you It?" he smiled.
She sank limply against the bed. "I
thought," she breathed, "that you were

"Always the great dread has been
upon me of having this only pleasant
thing In my life taken away from me.

It has made me cautious. But I would
trust you now," slut sa hi with a retrained eagerness, "with any secret
I had—I would trust you to—to the uttermost !"
"Thank you, Eunice," he answered
gravely, an odd fueling of pleasure

It"

At tlu· sound of her own voice she
seemed Ό recover herself. Her face
was bright with color now, and her
eyes were brilliant. He saw almost
with amusement that she found uo
cause for alarm or displeasure at his

stirring In his heart

He drew himself up aim leaned toward the bookcase, examining 111 the
light of his new knowledge their titles.
"So then It has k«en your secret reudIng that has made of you such an
anomaly in the midst of these Morningstars. Living among them, but never
of them, your real life has Ικ>οη spent
In the world of fiction and history and
Yes," he nodded, "I begin to

presence.

renu

signs
It, too. however,
ing been rend, for It bore several
marked passages.
Suddenly us he turned a leaf his eye
fell upon, not a printed page, but α
sheet of letter paper, yellow with age,
closely covered with η'feminine handwriting. He turned toward his lamp

ο

He
refer to the stately Georgians?
iauirhed "fieorglana also be-blessed,
Kay. I loll yon. Eunice. .he
have desired
one and only 1bing I
since 1 last talked with you has l»een

He drew an old dusty chair to the
and sat down liefore her, foldbedside
uie
gnosi
"remaps
his arms.
ing
ciasFrench, but enjoys tlie English
She leaned comfortably against the
•Ics."
of the bed.
Evidently she saw
foot
He turned the pages of the Haizac.
to a midnight chat with
of hav- uo objection
showed

dusty.

when α 11 j

myself

mind must I* occupied wlth-wlth the
girl you said you loved.'
Oh. > ou
"What?" he asked,

Johnson's "hives
(his moment with his elbow. InstantTaking down a volume at random,
ly ho thought to reassure her by quietat
he had a vague instinctive surprise
ly speaking her name without abrupthad
fact
finding 110 dust 011 it. The
ness.
no definite significance at the moDon't be
"Eunice, It is only I.
ment, but later, in the light of other alarmed."
developments, he recalled the circumHe stepped out Into sieht as he
stance.
spoke. She had sprung to her feet and
invena
mental
made
soon
had
He
stood panting with alarm, her eyes
tory of the lower shelves. The books wide and startled, her cheeks white.
were in good condition, though they
He spoke again In η matter of fact
showed signs of having been handled
way, calculated to disarm her fear.
"The parents of Eunice were at
least not Illiterate," he concluded.
He now turned his attention to the
topmost row of books, which was out
It consisted of a set of
of his reach.

were

Why do you make it

Poe, Macauia.v's "Englan.i," Gibbon':-.
i-upi»o"ed
"Rome," Carlyle's 'French Revolumlduigl.t. too—might actually injure
tion," the plays of Shakespeare, man ν
1er. Yet h* must not any longer leave
of the modern English and American
her unaware of his presence.
Milton
of
works
tiie
Spenser.
poets,
The problem solved Itself by his acand Pope, the "Canterbury Tales" und
cidentally touching the headboard at
of the British Poets."

considerably.

yon-

breathed « «kongb her
too deep for utterance
a mere man. he found himself
quite unable to interpret her
-Much good It does me to want to
talk to you" he said ruefully, "when I
have to search you out in α haunted
room nt
bight In order ο do It
feelings

ghost

bookshelves.

rmcli entertained nt lier

he
be

"'.,Τ'ΐ·

uueau-

niness ab-j;:t the piace hard to account
for except on the theory that Ills lm
agination, filled with the account of
the deed of horror these walls had
witnessed, colored the room with all
the somlterness of the tale.
He walked across the tloor and, placing his lamp on the top of a low shelf
plunged into an examination of the

_λ1,μ
would

"noven't

wive

murder or a

"Jou

upon hlro frankly.
Evidently she wanted

have wanted to talk with me?"
Her eyes were not mournful now. but
luminous with happiness.
yon «anted to talk to meî

In any way noteworthy
that there was something in its general aspect v> iilch seemed to give evidence of a higher grade of people than
the Mornlngstars. 'ihere was nothing
sufficiently grewsome about it, at lea: :
lu the ma tier of Its appointments, to

atmosphere of

pleased?"

him to repeat It.
•To say 1 am 'pleased
false. 1 ain overjoyed."

and the rest.
The rest of the room—a bedehainber
furnished in haud.Jome old mahogany-

an

czar

delightful

Browning

either a

expected

more

nected to meet the

raised high his lamp.
i he ghost herself, if she appeared in
the course of hin vigil, would not give
him a greater shock of surprise thau
he received as his eye fell upon the opposite wall of the room. The List thin·;
he would have expected to And in the
vicinity of the Morningstar farm confronted hlm-a bookcase filled with
books, a little library of classics, for
even across the width of the room he
could read the gilt lettered names.
Shakespeare. Milton, Spenser, Eliot.

True, lie felt

tonl^.

Lain

TEX

suggest

,"e°^

coming, thinking I « going »
encounter the specter.
«•You didn't know, did you, that y
would-would Hud me here
that not.» of wtatfulneea with
which he was beginning to grow

Who or what would he see?
this.
Would It couie Into this room? If it
all this here to you," Mre. Morninglid not he would examine the hall.
star continued, with Increasing anxiety
He heurd the lutch of the door move
ofteu
"I
don't
and
voice.
face
her
In
and the door open and close very soft1
But
like
to.
I
don't
it.
come over
ly. The room was In absolute darkwas took back so with Doc's—Pete's—
ness, so of course he could see nothin
that
astln' fur the dare to sleep
The light step came across the
there room that the whole thing come ing.
room to the front of the bed, and then
out before I knowed right I was tellln'
a match was struck (be had
And now mebbe yous will tell suddenly
It
α hasty doubt as to whether ghosts
Eunice."
ever found It necessary to use matchKinross, who was watching the woes), and a faint light spread through
man attentively, was sure that, judgthe room.
ing from her habitual treatment of
A silence followed. There was no
Euuice, her present intense apprehenfurther movement or sound of any
sion was certainly not due to the cause
•ort. lie waited for what seemed to
to which she attributed It—tender comhim a long time. At last he stooped
eviwas
She
for
the
girl.
passion
and peeped through a crack in the
which
back
something
dently holding
headboard. His eyes were caught by
lier.
would compromise
if known
the light of a candle burning on the
He was pretty
What could It l»e?
wide top of the footboard. And seated
sure that in spite of their greed neiTurk fashion on the bed, her cheeks
ther Mr. nor Mrs. Morningstar would
planted on her palms, her elbows on
The
Penndishonest.
be deliberately
an open volume on her lap, was a
sylvania German, however "close," feminine
figure clad In a blue calico
usually has Integrity if for no other
with two thick braids of
wrapper,
reason than Itecause of his fear of hell.
beautiful fair hair hanging over her
"Perhaps," he reflected, "Eunice her- shoulders. Eunice! For a moment he
self—contradictory and unaccountable
was bewildered. Questions and suppoas she Is in so many respects—knows
sitions fairly jumped over each other
one
susthan
herself
more about
any
In his brain. Whether she had learned
pects."
of his coming to this room and had
His lukewarm desire to investigate
followed him thither, why she was not
the haunted room had Increased, with
fearful of the place, whether she was
his knowledge of its history, to a keen
walking In her sleep, whether she was
he
deterand
at
to
It.
got
eagerness
Eunice or the specter of Eunice's
should
And
mined that that very night
motherof
the
him in the shut off quarter
But gradually as with strained mushouse.
cles he conllnued to stoop and gaze at
Mrs. Morningstar was now summonher his confusion cleared to some defied from the room by Ollie's calling to
nite Impressions. She was sitting tlierç
her to "come lay over the dough."
reading as composedly and quietly as
"Gracious," cried Daisy, making a
though she were uot more at home
note in lier l>ook as the landlady deIn the house than here in
anywhere
to
"she's
'lay
going
parted reluctantly,
this room. She did not appear like one
for
bread
No more
over the dough!'
who had come for the first time Into a
mine!"
haunted bedchaml>er. And there was
an Indefinable something In her way
CHAPTER XV.
of turning the page of a book which
o'clock that night found Kinsuggested in some subtle way that she
ross in the haunted bedchamwas used to handling books and acber. lie had come to the room
customed to reading much.
further
without
permission There was something In the girl's
from Mrs. Morningstar than the relucaspect. In her unconsciousness of an
tant half consent he had extracted
observer. In her relaxed anil girlish
from her at noon. The subject had lot
form, in the childlike innocence and
been broached between them again,
sweetness of lu-r face, flint thrilled
so he had taken the law Into his own
hands, and soon after the family retired he carried his kerosene lamp
down the long corridor which cut off
the haunted part from the rest of the
house and reached the fatal room.
lie was relieved to find that the door
Once across the
locked.
was not
threshold he did not even glance about
him until he had carefully closed the
door behind him. Then, turning, lie

was not

"1 M«w 11 out wneD 1

'ou

ibelf

Nonsense! Old Mornlngstar was coming to warn him away from the room
perhaps. No; the step was too light for

him. She seemed to him in her innocent acceptance of the situation as Ignorant of evil as an angel.
There seemed so much that he wanted to ask her that he hardly knew
where to begin. But with a trifle less
than her usual timidity before him

poetry.

see

daylight now."
u
psychologist

As

he felt nn almost

exciting Interest in her as a case to be
studied, with her peculiar mental
equipment of a really extensive knowledge of literature, combined with an

ehe took the initiative.
"You were in this room when I came
in, weren't you?" she asked, her eyes
wide with wonder.
"Yes—in quest of the ghost."

absolute ignorance of actual life, and
the afTcctioual and emotional side of
her nature left utterly dormant
"Will you tell me," she timidly urged,
"But the room was dark."
"whether you have been told the story
He pointed to Ills lamp on the book- of this room? I know there Is a story
connected with It, but It has always
been kept from me."
to
Although Kinross held it to be an
old fogy notion that a girl should l>e
Bnt you cannot be well If you neglec guarded from all knowledge of evil,
1
taking Hood's Sarsaparilla when you knov yet he had an Instinctive aversion to
you should take It. Impure blood, pool
pouring Into the ears of this childlike
appetite, headache, nervousness, that tiret I maiden the story of the crime which
feeling by these and other signs your sys Mrs. Mornlngstar had related to him.
tem demands Hood's. Get a bottle today

Your Duty is

be Well*

[to

OlOMf Of Health—"Mr blood was ver:
Since taking Hood's Samaparilla
nave more color in my face, sleep and ea
well, and work is a pleasure." Mus. A. A

poor.

Howard, Taunton, Mass.
In Worst Form-" I had catarrh In thi
worst form and was advised to try Hood'i
Sarsaparilla. I took xeven bottles and an
1 hope everyone wh< [
now in good health.
has catarrh will «rive Hood's a fair trial.'
Mrs. William il etc alt, Parkerford. Pa.
Always Praise-"I first took Hood's Sai
saparilla 13 year* ntro. and always speak li
favor of it" H. C'owd&ll, 237 Perry Street ■
Lowell, Mus.
Hood's Sarsaparilla Is sold everywhere
In the usual liquid, or in tablet form calle<
!
Sarsatabs. lOO Doses One Dollar. Pre 1
Mast
C.
Hood
I.
Co..
Lowell,
by
only
pared

J

j

bk

continued.]

The Painter Man.
Mark Twain at a dinner at New
York once talked about the troubles of
housekeepers at the painting season.
He said, "If you are a housekeeper, I
don't need to tell you that when a
painter has taken up the parlor carpet,
removed the furniture from the diuiiiB
room, leaned two ladders against the
hall mantel and stacked a half dozen

variegated cans of paint on the side·
board It means he Is now ready to
paint the outside shutters and the back
ferii»·»

"

ESTABLISHED IsSS.

THE OXFORD BEAES.

Bethel.™

A large number of teachers and
friends attended Misa Marjorie PhilTHE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL brook's house-party at Shelburno last
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
Saturday night.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Sunday afternoon the funeral of Mrs.
S')UTH PARIS, MAINE, JAN. 28, 1908.
James Seavey occurred at her late home
Paris Hill.
on Church Street, Rev. Mr. Mansfield,
the Universalist
of
church,
A twood &
Scott O. Colby, while sawing wood pastor
Forbes,
with a circular saw at Qeorge Hardy's officiating.
Editor· and Proprietor·.
the Ârtemas Mason buildings
Tuesday, got the back of his left hand at Monday
the steam mill were burned. Mr. E.
UKOittiK M. A TWOOD.
A. E. FOBBKS.
against the saw, lacerating the first L. Small, who runs a milk business, sucthree fingers badly. The wounds were
ceeded in getting all of his stock out of
Tkkms
#1 JO a year If paid strictly Id advance. dressed, aud it is thought the fingers
the barn, but all the bay was burned.
cents.
4
a year, single copies
>therwlse
will be saved, but the hand will not be

®rford

2Ttw

democrat,

—

Bnckfleld.
Wect Part·.
Mr. Cheater Tattle of Angnata vu at
Quite a number of our people are 111
with an epidemic of oold· and the grippe the home of his parente, Mr. and Mrs.
C. H. Tuttle, over Sunday, Jan. 10.
and the physician* are busy.
Mr. Allen Iriab of Bath ia at home on
Mrs. Henry Dunham is Improving and
>
it is hoped is well on the way to recov- acoount of the grippe.
Monatni Lodge of Mechanic Falls,
dramatic company from Bryant's Blake Lodge of Tnrner and Nezinacot
will
Pond presented in a fine manner th®'r Lodge, I. Ο. O. F., of thia place,
at this place
play, "The Country Minister," at Dun- unite in a diatrict meeting
ham's Hall, last Wednesday evening to a on Friday evening, Feb. 7.
Mra. Ralph Morrill was operated on by
large audience. There was a dance after
Dr. Webber of Lewiaton, Friday, after a
the play.
She ia reported
Miss Jennie L. Bradbury has returned consultation of doctors.
comfortable at thia time.
from her visit in Massachusetts.
The funeral of Miaa Eunice Burt waa
Mrs. Emma W. Mann entertained a
town farm
few friends one evening last week, ana held flbm the Buckfleld
waa conducted
three tables of whist were made up for Thursday. The aervice
were
by Rev. Mr. Pottle. The remains Burt
entertainment.
for burial. Miaa
Notice has been issued to the stock- taken to Turner
and Mra. William
holders of the West Paris Creamery Co. waa the daughter of Mr.

eiThe

Some of the furniture in the house was
saved, but much of their clothing was
lost.
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. met with
er·.
Mrs. Chandler to sew and will meet
Job Prijitisq .-—New tyi>e, fast presses, electric
again next Tuesday.
o'clock Burt. She waa fifty-four yeara of age
iwwcr, experienced workmen an<l low prices
The keeper of the lock-up has frequent to meet at Grange Hall at one
combine to make this department of our busland ia survived by one brother, Aubery
s« complete and popular.
calls for lodging as there is such an ρ μ on Wednesday of this week, Jan.
business will Burt, of Turner Centre.
The
29
on
are
necessary
yearly
Some
of
unemployed.
army
Miss Iva Gardner haa gone to Dixfleld
matter of selling
their way where they are sure of work be transacted and the
«MULE COPIES.
winter.
the creamery building will be considered. for the remainder of the
are low.
funds
but
There waa a dance at Nezinacot Hall
Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents
Mr. and Mrs. Lorrie Immonen, the
has
been
chair
The
running
factory
of
on
by
price
each. They will be mailed
receipt
Music waa furniahed
a Friday evening.
for about two weeks sawing long lum- young Finn couple who purchased
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
orchestra.
jingle copies of each Issue have been placed on
good farm on Curtis Hill last year, were by Holmes'
ber. It shut down again Friday noon.
:
val of a
«ale at the following places In the County
Edward Little High School played made happy the 13th by the arr
Shurtieff "s Drug Store.
South Paris,
is hauling lumBryant's Pond.
basket ball with the Gould Academy little son. Mr. Immonen
Noyés' Drug Store.
Norway,
a fine
Stone's Drug Store.
Our dramatic club viaited West Paris
team and the score was 70 to 8 in favor ber and has recently purchased
and
citizen
a
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
good
Ruckdcld,
pair of horses. Ho is
of Gould's.
Wednesday evening and entertained the
Mrs. Harlow. Post Ofllce.
Paris Bill,
his prosperity.
The ladies of the Universalist society neighbors are glad of
people with "The Country Minister."
Samuel T. White.
West Paris.
the Baptist church Thursday evening on
net
the
sick
on
wae
Farnum
F.
S.
Mrs.
Κ. A. ShuTtleff A Co.
will hold a seven-cent social on the
They had a good house and report a good
the work on the Panama canal, where he
her
rooms
at
remained
She
last week.
time. They will probably viait Rum ford
27th.
has recently been. His descriptions of
she still has some
Mrs. A. M. Clark has returned to in Masonic Block as
Corner with the play in the near future
the work are very interesting.
over
left
Coming: Evente.
hats
trimmed
a
few
and
her
with
coods,
and have also received an invitation to
Mass., to remain
Misses Helen and Josephine Cole re- Kockport,
from her sale and auction. These are
Mrs. Eldridge, for a time.
repeat it at East Bethel.
daughter,
Normal
Gorham
home from
Feb. 4 Oxford Pomona (Jrange, Bryant's Pond. turned
Freeman M. Morse has been appointed
The schools in town will close next for sale at bargain prices.
School last week.
been
has
Eva
Tucker
apMiss
recently
for the long vacation.
assistant mail carrier in place of Ned I.
SKW ADVKKT1SKMENTS.
Mark P. Shaw, Ernest F. Shaw, E. Friday
of the cradle roll
pointed
superintendent
Swan, resigned.
MIDDLE INTKKVALB.
Berton Curtis and Benj. S. Doe attended
department in the Universalist Sunday
Mrs. E. 6. Wing has returnod to Boathe Pythian convention in Portland last
Surprise the Children.
The Baptist Circle met Jan. 10th at School. This is an Interesting depart- ton where she is assisting her daughter,
Headache».
and incidentally, tbe burning of the home of Minnie Kimball and her two ment as there are 50 names on the list.
week
(M'J5,716 Rheumatics.
Mrs. Effie Rogers.
Portland City Hall, as tbey were in the brothers, Newton and Daniel.
Blue Store».
Mrs. V. P. DeCoster of Buckfield
Much sickness prevails in the village
at tbe time that it was discoverat
are
Compound Svrup of Hypophosphltes.
audience
Coburn
and
Isa.
interested
an
building
to
John Coolidge
spoke
from colds and the grippe.
Annual Muslin I nderwear Sale.
to be on fire.
ed
Reed
the
from
wood
last
Hall
cord
afternoon,
place Grange
Saturday
hauling
A Crazy Man.
Duke Thompson, the thirteen-year-old
Miss lone Harlow of Dixtield is the for Seth Walker.
Auction.
several from outside the grange being son of Edward
Thompson, is quite sick
Probate Notices.
of relatives at Paris Hill.
inwork
for
valuable
finished
was
has
address
guest
Her
present.
George Osgood
with typhoid pneumonia.
.1 Notice» of Foreclosure
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Kimball and son, Calvin Sanborn and has gone to work struction
of
the
development
of
regarding
4 Notices
Appointment.
A. D. Felt was in Auburn last week to
of Roxbury, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. F. E. for Jacob Thurston up Sunday River.
the poultry industry and the raising of attend a
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
special communication of
Shorey of Portland, and Miss Alice HamStevens is logging at the Capen chickens by artificial incubation, which
Carey
Tranquil Lodge of Masons.
Here and There.
mond, who has been spending the winter farm.
she firmly advocates. She says she does
was
a large attendance at the
There
with Mr. and Mrs. Kimball, were here
Mr». Harriet Sanborn is at Gorham, not fear to impart her knowledge for it hall of Fraternal Lodge, Saturday evenweek
to attend the funeral services .V.
last
be
her
sister.
will
business
for
the
is not likely
poultry
H., caring
Iu the last state election, the Pro
ing to witness the installation service.
of the late Η. Ε Hammond.
John Collidge recently carried his overdone, prices are high, the demand Walter L.
bibition party failed to cast one per cent
Gray, Esq., was the installing
The sudden death of Henry E. Hamwith
relaneed
been
lias
who
small
the
and
staying
not
poultry keeper
mother,
good,
officer and conducted the ceremonies in
of the total vote, and is therefore
the venerable court crier of Ox- tives at East Bethel, to Bethel Hill to uot be overcrowded. Whenever
mond,
ballot,
pracofficial
the
an easy and instructive manner. He was
entitled to a place on
ford County, came as a shock to tbe visit relatives at his home.
ticable she advises early chicks for the assisted
which it has held ever since the ballot
by several from the Grand Lodge.
entire community last week and is a
is
now at Northwest advantage of high prices for early broilL.
C.
is
nevertheCapen
The
party
law was passed.
An interesting programme was carried
distinct loss to this community. Mr. Bethel with I. 0. Wilson.
winter layers pullets should be out at intervals
for
the
of
at
a
ers,
and
meeting
less undismayed,
during the work. After
for more than
Hammon·! had lived
Alice Capen has been to Massachusetts mature by the first of November. She
state committee last week it was unana brief speech by Mr. Gray at the close
was
he
where
farm
on
tbe
eighty years
relatives and friends.
.idviees young men to enter agricultural the
imously voted to hold a state convention born, within a half mile of this village to visit
company was invited to adjourn to
Harold Stanley, our meat man, has pursuits and says many good paying the
as usual.
Grange dining hall where a fine supand during his long and active life has
slede.
traverse
fitbought H. M. Osgood's
positions aft open to those who are
per was served to all.
himself prominently with all Mr.
identified
and
set
of
made
a
and
information
ted by study,
sleigh
experiOsgood
Last week marked prog.ss in the
that tended to the best welfare of the
in good shape.
An interesting discussion followence.
presidential campaign. Bryan and Can- place. A man of high character and sleds
Lovell.
has
been
Mason
Hermon
address.
her
ed
buying poulnon were named as the Democratic and
,,
noble purpose, honest, and courteous in
sells it at Berlin, Ν. H.
Ε. H. Brown from Rumford Falls
The village circle was entertained at
Republican candidates by members of his dealings, he held the respect of all tryM.and
J. Kerwin has finished work for J. visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. G. the church Friday evening by Mrs.
their respective parties, on the floor of
who knew him and many of us mourn A.
Marion S. Walker.
Thurston, and is now doing odd jobs Brown, over last Sunday.
Brown and Mrs.
congrt ss, and Governor Hughes accepted
faithful
and
wise
a
counselor
as
him
in and about the village. He is a tine
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Dinsmore and After the supper an interesting musical
an invitation to a meeting of the Repubhis
late
at
services
funeral
The
friend.
paper-hanger and painter, that being his liitle daughter a few weeks old, are and literary programme was given under
lican Club of New York on the 31st,
home Thursday were conducted by Rev. trade.
visiting Mrs. Dinsmore's parents, Mr. the direction of Miss Charlotte Hobbs.
when he will declare himself definitely
a
brief
and
Paris
of
South
W.
Chesbro
J.
ind Mrs. Jesse Dexter, at the Maple
Some of the Grangers hero attended
regarding his candidacy. In his letter and very appropriate address was made
Greenwood.
Governor
House. Somewhat later they may go to the farmers1 institute at North Chatham
invitation
accepting this
to
alluding
S.
James
Hon.
Wright,
The people, large and small, who are housekeeping at Norway.
Thursday.
Hughes says he does not seek office and by
bis intimate acquaintance with Mr. Ham- on the sick list are too numerous to
Marcellus L. Stearns was drawn to
shall not attempt to influence the choice
a period of forty years
mond
West
Sumner.
covering
has
who
Will
in
detail.
mention
traverse juryman from this
Swan,
serve as
of any delegation, while he is deeply
and of his faithfulness as a friend, a been
has
at
Locke's
house
an
interB.
Mills,
Rev.
J.
at the March term of court.
preached
town
conferred
Murphy
keeping
upon
sensible of the honor
funeral
Tbe
a
officer.
and
court
citizen
There are quite a few cases of grippe
given it up for the present in conse- esting sermon in the Baptist church last
him.
was attended by many from all parts of
quence of his wife's failing health, and Sunday on the New Year. Mr. Murphy and bad colds about here at present.
the town and some from other towns. is
The roads are very icy at present.
boarding with his parents there while is a returned missionary, having spent
And by the
Representative Interment at Hillside Cemetery.
way.
she is stopping with her sister, Mrs. ten years in Africa and eleven years in
Quite a company of the people about
Champ Clark thought he had scored a
Isthmus of the village called on the minister, Rev.
Lawson Martin, at the Center.
the W. I., and on the
point on the Republicans when amid
East Sumner.
The next mau to wound himself with Panama.
F. H. Reeves, and family, Wednesday
much enthusiasm he named Bryan as
On Monday evening, Jan. 20th, a lodge an ax is Frank Brooke, who was at work
Mrs. James Buck, who has been at evening.
the Democratic candidate, and challengat
instituted
was
of
for Wesley Ring; but how severely in- Monmouth caring for a sick sister, rePythias
Miss Annie E. Walker was at Angusta
ed the Republicans to name their man. of Knights
over thirty charter
turned to her home Thursday of last last week on account of the sickness of
jured is not yet reported.
But the Kepublican nomination doesn't East Sumner with
from
were
Some
last
members.
of
term
school
closed
up
forty
The winter
week only to be summoned by telephone her sister, Lena M. Walker.
have to be settled months ahead of the
did the work. We Friday, taught by Miss Annie Richard- the next day to come to her sister's
Μγβ. Georgia Parker ia not as well reconvention <>n a twice-defeated leader. Mechanic Falls and
of
the
the
names
later
to
is
a
first
class
She
North
Mrs. Buck went back to Mon- cently as she was during the summer.
son
of
of
funeral.
a
number
give
has
Norway.
hope
The Kepublican party
teacher, and also taught the spring and mouth Friday.
good candidates, and the one of them officers.
Union Grange is rejoicing that the fall terms. The two scholars, who were
Mr. S. F. Marston of Brunswick was in
who gets the nomination in the convenMaine News Notes.
and
hall has been paid
not absent a half day during the 30 town a few days last week.
tion will have the support of the whole debt on its
on
an
addinow there is talk of putting
and Clyde
were Uarold
Geo. Packard of Auburn was in town
Ring
weeks,
party.
tion which is much needed.
Dunham.
Saturday and Sunday, leaving Monday for
A murder wbicb is said to be without
C. S. Phinney of Standish was in
Our highly esteemed
friend, Miss his home. Mr. Packard came here to
The Travel Magazine says that the
in this state was committed at
precedent
has
He
on
business.
us
several
Florence Bryant, has sent
falls of the Zambesi Hiver in Africa are town Thursday
adjust the machinery in Johnson's mill the state prison at Tbomaston, Sunday,
same
fertilizer
the
for
worked
In
Notes
company more copies of the Watchman.
that successful milling operations might the 19th. Edward M. Smith was killed
two miles wide and 420 feet in perpendicular height, while Niagara is only for over twenty-one years. He says that and Comments in one of the papers ap- be carried on, which he succeeded in by Neal Dow Brooks by blows on the
man for
is
the
Fernald
Bert
coming
the
that
following ludicrous, although doing in a very short time.
half a mile wide and lôS high. but
pears
head with an iron bar taken from a bed.
and such is the general idea brief article: "It is amusing to notice
Mrs. Hattie Young, who has been Smith was a life
Niagara is nevertheless the more im- governor, is
prisoner, 70 years of
of the right stamp and will that the New York Times, in speaking spending a few weeks with friends and
here. Ile
the
because
its
iu
proportions,
pressive
age, convicted of a triple murder in
of the voyage of the battleships to the relatives in Hartford, arrived home last
amount of fall is greater in proportion be elected.
in
1874, and had served about
Buckeport
Pacific, urges as one argument the perils week.
Therefore
to the width.
Niagara is
twenty years. Brooke is 23 years of
Paris.
North
the
straits
of
with
her
is
Field
of passing through
Miss Ora
Magelvisiting
pronounced the greatest natural wonder
age, from the town of Gray, sentenced
As the writer of the artic.le
W. E. Abbott is working for his broth- lan in midwinter. A little knowledge of aunt, Mrs. E. G. Small.
on earth.
to twenty years for rape, and has been in
would
have
told
the
ice.
farmers
are
The
busy harvesting
physical geography
the prison about four years. Both men
evidently never saw the Zimbesi Falls er Leroy.
be
while
it
would
that
for
I.
0.
ice
astute
Alvin
is
at
his
is
reasoning
F
Λ. Dunham
journalist
Gerry
sawing
lonlv a few people h:ive).
buying apples
were in the insane ward, Brooke, who
of
the
at
the
here
time
on
midwinter
based
also
Swift.
as
a
proin what is classed
?1 20 per barrel,
Melroy Cumraings
priori,
has twice attempted suicide, having
midsummer
it
would
be
visitof
North
Paris
Mrs.
Tuell
same
must
be
at
the
he
assumes
and K. L. Cummings
Adney
premises which
price. posed passage,
been placed there a few months siuce
would
We
of
the
Straits
of
at
re.
James
Tuell
ed
M
a
car
Magellan."
of
is
test
the
true
The
Tuesday.
true
spotted apimpressive- Dunham
loading
for observation.
The social dance here Friday night was
nees of the two objects is their impress- ples in a car loose for the West at 50 respectfully suggest that the New York
Conductor Ε. B. Dunbar of Waterville
well
to
attend
school
do
would
if
Times
no
well
attended.
hundred.
not
a
cents
iveness,
syllogism. Perhaps
per
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Ryerson and and engineer H. E. Thayer of Foxcroft,
We never saw so much teaming done one more term, aud make that science a
should see both his opinion might be
little son of South Windham are spend- employee of the Maine Central Kailruad,
modified. However, meanwhile let us with so little snow.
special study."
This morning we picked up a paper ing a week with Mrs. Ryerson's mother, have been indicted for manslaughter by
Most of the farmers have put in their
still he thankful that a logical demonstration places the greatest natural won- ice, which is of the best quality.
lying on the tloor, which proved to be Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson. Mr. Ryerson came the grand jury of Kennebec County, in
Mr. Morrison has hired the J. F. Lit- the New York Voice, and bearing the here from Auburn where he had charge causing the death of Frank B. Belanger,
der in America.
Have of a crew of men engaged in building a a brakeman, in a railroad collision near
date of September 30, 1897.
tlehale rent.
Three miners in Nevada have been
already noticed one step of advancement dam. Πβ will go from here to Boston Benton Statiun, Oct. 5, last. Belanger
Locke's Mills.
was a brakeman of freight No. 28, west
in orthography, "changing d, or ed, before returning to South Windham.
rescued who were buried a thousand
Mr. Ε. H. Brown of Auburn has been bound, and was instantly killed. A
The V. I. S. Ladies' Circle met with final, to t when so pronounced, except
feet deep bv the caving in of a shait.
and it took forty-six days of strenuous Mrs. Frank Purington Weduesday after- when the e affects a preceding sound." here this week buying cattle. Mr. Brown number of laborers were injured. Dunwork to dig down to them and get them noon. A very pleasant time was enjoy- Examples—fixt, establish!. "The world purchased quite a herd of milch cows bar and Thayer were in charge of a
out.
Nevertheless, as they were at the ed by those present. The next one will do move," and yet when we write it and other cattle and is coming back work train designated as extra No. 301,
bound east. This is the first instance in
be at Mrs. Ε P. Farrington's.
end of a six-inch pipe used
grip, the editor always adds the final pe. soon to buy more.
this state in recent years where a railThe ice harvest is ended about here,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bartlett enterthev were supplied during all that .m
Oxford.
road employe has been indicted for manthrough that pipe with food and «1Irink tained the V. I. S. Whist Club Thursday but that doesn't imply that the ice is all
Oxford Division, S. of T., received slaughter in causing the death of any
and even some luxuries, including a tele- evening, Jan. 10. On account of the harvested. It averaged about 14 inches
toother member Thursday evening. Re- one by carelessness. Cases have been
phone, with which they held converse storm there were only a few present, in thickness and good quality.
freshments of coffee and cake were investigated, but no true bills found.
with people on the surface, ^uch an but a tine time was enjoyed. The first
East Brownfield.
The railroad commissioners in tbeir findserved.
alTair would have been marvelous once; prizes were won by Mrs. Dana Grant
Erwio Lindsay Boooey, eon of Wm. ing placed the responsibility directly
Dr. Mareton is soon to occupy bis
and Frank Purington, second by Mrs.
now it is merely an incident.
because it
Purington and Frank Frost. A delicious residence on Denmark Road. Mr. Grant, ;tnd Marcia Booney, died of diphtheria upon Dunbar and Thayer,
John's Letter.
lunch was served. The next meeting the present tenant, is to move into the Sunday, Jao. 19th, aged three years. lie was their duty to know the position of
Arrived at one o'clock, Α. μ or there- will be with Mr. and Mrs. Dana Giant, house belonging to Geo. Soule on the was buried the same day. A younger No. 28.
child is ill with the same disease.
abouts. .Ian. 23d. at the three-score and Jan. 30. All are invited.
Kryeburg road.
Word comes from Colorado of the
Charles F. Smith died Jan. 20, aged death of Albert Π.
Several from here attended the Grange
Mrs. Azel Bryant is slowly recovering
ten limit, just a bit footsore and travelEstes, a native of
held
at
the Maine who was
The pathway of from a very severe attack of the grippe. installation at Kezir Falls a few nights 03 years. His fuoeral was
worn, but sharp-bitten.
prominent in the affairs
Elder
Snow
Advent
the veare hasn't been so long as we were Mrs. C. E. Stowell and Mrs. Chas. Bart- ago.
Chapel Wedoesday,
of this state half a century ago and who
The ground is but partially covered officiating. T. A. Roberts Post, ti. Λ. lias lived in Denver for tbe
in hopes that it would be-much shorter lett are also confined to the house.
past 35 years.
Mrs. Will Coolidge is at her brother's, with a few inches of enow. Wheeling is R., and Craigie Lodge, K. of P., were He was born in Bethel in 1825. He was
than we anticipated when we tirstset
>Ve Arthur Noyés', caring for the sick ones, nearly as good as sleighing.
out to foot it in downright earnsst
preseot and took part in the services. Ile a California pioneer, going there in 1850
leaves a widow, a daughter, Mrs. Alfred and
must have cut across lots somewhere the whole family being sick at the same
remaining four years. After his reDenmark.
and shortened the distance. But we are time.
Everett, of Norway, a sister and two turn be was a member of the Maine
Mrs. Fred C. Alexander, who has been brothers. Mr. Smith was a veteran of
Mrs. Mattie Swift is at Curtis Corner,
here and don't know how we can change
legislature where he was a close friend
the figures and the fact.
having been called there by the danger- confined to the house the past four (he thirtieth Maine Regiment Volunteers, of Blaine1· and where he was active in
weeks with a broken limb, ia able to be serving two year·. Ile was at one time Maine1·
Ik> we want to try it all over again. ous illness of her father, Eben Rand.
early temperance legislation.
confined in Libby prison.
E. L. Tebbets is having his office out
O no* Not all. but would be proper glad
He was a member of tbo Chicago conMrs. I. N. Keith, who has gone to vention of I860 which nominated Lincoln
Mr. C. O. Wood has been in the house
to nick up a few stitches that we dropped piped for steam heat.
There is to be a three weeks' sale at the past three weeks with the grippe.
in our kuitting. Kver feel that way
Somersworth, is failiog.
and then served through the war as a
Walter Scriboer, sod of Mrs. Mary
Mr. Fred Sanborn has begun sawing
yourself? When sitting in the gloaming Libby's store at Bryant's Pond, comcaptain in the 10th Maine Infantry. Of
lumber at his mill on the Ezra Davie lot. Scriboer, fell from a ladder, badly frac- bis life in Denver a
and taking account of the stock of hap- mencing Jan. 24.
paper in that city
D. D. G. P. Miss Warren of Cornish, turing his knee.
penings. do you ever fe<l the blood rush
says: "In 1870 he came to Denver, and
Hiram.
inis
Μ
Bostoo
here
G.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Kate
Ilaoscom
of
assisted by
Woodman,
ui> into your face when some of them
at once took tbe lead in tbe upbuilding
Mrs. Ella F. Howard is visited by her stalled the officers of Silver Lodge, No. for a short time.
Hash into your mind? If not you must
of the city and state. He devoted a year
the
O.
is
with
0.
Davis
sick
chickeo
1.
have been unusually discreet or your mother, Mrs. Bradbury, of Denmark.
F.,
evening,
19,
Thursday
pox. to mining in Clear Creek County and
Harry
On Monday Mrs. Charles G. Hidlon work being done in a tine and enjoyable
skin must be thick as bulls' hide. We
Grippe ie prevailing here.
Wentworth
then purchased the old
claim no special trait or training in the slipped on the ice and was injured very manner, after which supper was served
hotel, now the St. James. It was tbe
Brownfield.
in the banquet ball.
wav of discretion, but we do claim to be severely.
first four story building in Denver, and
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. I. M. for
Mrs. Eli Clemons recently fell on the
thin-skinned, and so are no stranger to
years wai known ae the chief hosNorth Waterford.
Linscott died Monday forenoon. Futhe flush—one of the penalties of hasti- ice, and was for a time unconscious.
telry of the city and state. Every man
Mrs. Annie Ilazelton and Harry Morey neral at the house Wedoesday. Rev. of
She is improving.
ness and wrong doing and wrong saying,
prominence In the state made the St.
On Jan. 24, 1907, the thermometer in- went to Albany Sunday and got Cora Mr. Smith preached the fuoeral sermon. James bis
as the quick tempered know to their reheadquarters, and few were
Hazelton
same
work
for
Mrs.
in
44
the
to
sickness
below
zero.
On
Scribner
There
is
a
deal
of
dicated
gret and shame.
great
better known or respected than Captain
towo.
And the generality of mankind are date 1908 it was S above, while on Jau. sewing.
Estes. He was one of the committee
Daniel Lebroke has gone to Lovell on
Id this village Mr. and Mrs. Selden who
The fields are
pretty liberally supplied with t®mPer· 22, 190$, it rose to 48
helped largely to secure tbe locaGood stuff, too, in proper limits, else the about half bare. Some two inches of a visit.
ltoynton and daughter, Mr. Dan Boyn- tion for tbe state capitol, and to his enEzra Lebroke stayed at Fred Hazel- ton, Mr·. Frank Ham, Sadie Leavitt and thusiastic
Giver of all good made a mistake when ice in the roads makes sleighing.
persistence must be credited
Mr. Lyman Thurlow, who fell from a ton's Monday; he brought his phono- G. Rowe are among the sick ones.
he carried out his own idea in the furthe first sewer system Denver had. He
Miss Myrtle
Harmon is still very also was a leader in the
nishing. Without temper the world s roof and broke several ribs, has now re- graph and gave them a tine entertainagitation to give
ment with it.
feeble.
work would lag. For effective work sumed labor.
Denver a park system, and was a strong
have
exand
S.
L.
Lebroke
This wiuter resembles the winter of
Bert Flint
properly tempered steel is just the thing,
factor in the work which led to the
Norway Lake.
you know.
1870-1, in the fact that the roads did not changed work with each other and got
establishment of City Park."
harvested.
a
of
lumbermen
have
be
all.
ice
boss
to
broken
at
their
over
W.
S.
has
entertaioed
the
A
up
gang
Partridge
We are glad to see Watson McAllister's grippe recently, and other members of
Mrs. Alice L. Goodwin was recently
the line was in town the other day, and
Maine Press Association's View.
after
business
Kumford
out
he
has
been
in
the
visited
her
son
of
the
again
beiug
quarantined
by
ivory
family
faotily are ill with colds.
although
has
fever.
that
he
never
on
for
scarlet
claims
his
tour.
so
he
Dr.
A.
C.
at
home
is
Falls,
The
Maine Press Association, at its
wedding
thirty years
long
Stephens
again,
known better "doings" than it is now
The North Waterford Grange will hold but Mrs. Stepheos is still in Massa- meeting in Portland last week, adopted
Hebron.
their regular meetings in the afternoon chusetts.
We had been wondering what the result
the
following resolutions regarding
would be at Humford Falls were the supGeorge Richardson, formerly of this certain about-to-be-enforced regulations
Miss Grace Buiupus spent Saturday in I understand.
Mrs. S. L. Lebroke baa bad the grippe. town, was here recently calling on old of the post office department which have
ply cut off even for one season. As the Poland.
Edith Knight ia at her father's, G. M. friends.
chief corner stone of the structure is
caused more or less sensation with newsMisa Nina Glover has gone to St. BarMiss Goldie Frost is at home, her paper publishers:
pulp, it must have been wreckage and nabas Hospital, Portland, where she Knight's, I hear.
school on Pike Hill having closed oo
disaster.
will study for a trained nurse.
Resolved, That the Maine Press AssoWest Lovell.
account of so many of the pupils being ciation favors the correcting of existing
Perhaps we are prone to look on the
Hebron Grange held an all-day meetMrs. ill.
Sarah Sargent visited
Mrs.
dark side. Just now we are worrying ing Wednesday.
abuses of the second class mailing privil**t our mutual friend from Wayback be
The Ladies' Circle met Tuesday with Nathaniel Fox last Tuesday.
lege and is in sympathy with the purAlbany.
The farmers have all packed their ice
left to draw in single harness to the end Mrs. Ella Bearce.
pose of the department in trying to corof the trail, and never have the satisWe are sorry to learn that Mr. W. R. rect these abuses.
Mrs. Ira Bearce and
Mrs. Henry and are now getting up their wood.
M re. Sarah Lord visited her mother, Rice suffered a partial shock, Jan. 22d;
faction of nipping a mate.
We believe that so much of the recent
Bearce were in Lewiston a day this
Mrs. Dorothy Hamlin, at J. H. Fox's, his fiill recovery is doubtful. His sons ruling as relates to the
single when the load is light is well week
sample copy
from Massachusetts are expected home. privilege is just and reasonable, and we
enough, but when the load ιβ heavy
Dr. J. S. Sturtevant of Dixfield was at Cen'er Lovell, last week.
is
Mrs. Daisy Steams and Mrs. Oris Le·
doubling up is well enough, too. It
Nearly all the farmers have harvested as publishers welcome its enforcement.
Fred Sturtevant's between trains Wedall right. Now don't you be discourag- nesday. The doctor is looking finelv, Baron were at Bridgton Tuesday.
their ice; it is of fine quality.
We protest, however, against the rulie
G. W. Andrews has a new Victor
The sledding is first-class and every ing of tbe post office department, which
ed, ray daughter. There time enough. as though hard work agrees with him.
one
Some
one is improving it.
You are only twenty-eight.
limits the credit that publishers shall acMrs Dobson of Portland ia visiting phonograph.
Mrs. Correne Fox seems to be gaining.
of excellent taste and judgment will her sister here.
Arthur Cross is cutting and hauling cord subscribers, as a usurpation of tbe
of
take note
ash to Bethel for Mr. Hiram Bean.
your many good qualities,
Mrs. Oscar Trimbach has gone to
legal rights of both publisher and subDlckvale.
and there you are drawing double. Now South Paris to work in the toy shop.
Geo. Conner is hauliog spruce for Mr. scriber. Tbe enforcement of such ruling
a
When
old
man
hint.
Iliram
the
Bean.
let
you Mr. Trimbach is at work in the sled facwould undoubtedly be a serious injnry
drop
A. J. Farrar injured his foot quite
feel like balking, don't balk when he is tory.
We are glad to hear that Mrs. Geo. to the business of publishers, and an unbadly recently by rolling a log upon it.
%
Take
himself.
that
who
went
to
Massachusetts
last
way
Grover,
feeling
H. T. Glover has bad his house fitted
necessary and uncalled-for interference
*UI™\
Nearly every one here has secured
fall for her health, is improving.
Follow the plan we have suggested, and for steam heat.
with the established methods of doing
his ice.
there will be fewer fragmente
gather
Ice is being harvested this week on
Mrs. Simeon Morrill ia failing.
business, which have for so many years
been regarded as legitimate and within
wheels.
npWe shall be glad to accept of the inEast Bethel.
the law.
vitation to dinner, for when we are
What more pleasant than a June day
On the subject of concerted action by
We respectfully request that the repaway from home we are always hungry in midwinter?
Mason.
the states in an effort to reserve the
resentatives and senators from Maine
about that time of day. And about the
Mr. James Pierce of Massachusetts is
Mrs. S. O. Grover is sick with the
upper altitudes of the whole Appause all honorable means to protect tbe
cookery, never mind. It is quantity
for Mr. Z. W. Bartlett.
lachian range, which include· the White grippe.
interests of the Maine publishers in tbe
that most interests us. And, by the working
Mrs. J. H. Estes of Rumford visited
Miss Stella Bean and sister, Ada, visitMountains, Governor Cobb writes to the
matter.
way, we are not worried over that, for friends here last week.
I be- ed Mrs. Amos L. Bean this week.
Century Magazine as follows.
"Uncle Han," aa he is now familiarly
Mrs. Ida Reed is recovering from a
Mrs. Amos G. Bean and Mrs. Frank
live that no state in the Union is more
like
a
well
fed
IT DOES THE BUSINESS.
severe attack of the grippe and erysipetheir son and called, always appeared
interested than Maine in the
I E. Bean of Albany visited
man.
las.
She
is
at
the
home
of
her
con22d.
Mr.
Ε. E. Chamberlain of Clinton,
®hould
the
and
!
forest conservation,
daughter,
I daughter
John sometime· speaks of his dog. I Mrs.
George Swan.
Maine, says of Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
sider it my duty while holding thtooffice
Douglas Cushing is hauling wood for too
a dog and like his companionkeep
Miss Ella Farwell passed the week "It does the business; I have used it for
to undertake to cooperate with the G. D. Morrill.
and good will, and could tell many with her
Addison S. Bean went to P»erlio, Ν. H., ship
friend, Mrs. Jennie Mitcbeli, of piles and it cured them. Used it for
president of the United States and with
anecdotes of his almost human intelli- Haoover.
the governors of the other statesι in ad- Sunday and visited friends, returning
chapped hands and it cured them. Apgence.
Miss
Florence Skillings was able to re- plied it to an old sore and it healed it
Tuesday.
vancing any movement
"And |bl· oil coat, with lu empty pocketa,
the
her
school
here
nice
last
without leaving a soar behind. 26o at
has
a
G.
Mason
H.
opeo
Monday,
phono- And rmg· that ame'l of tobacco and gin.
bought
reasonably and equitably safeguard this
V. A. Shurtlefl à Co.1· drug atore.
He'll follow while he has eye· in his socket·."
natural resource."
graph.
All levai advertisements
Λι>τκκτΐ9ΚΜΚ.«<τβ:
are *lven three consectlve Insertions for $1.50
per inch Id length of column. Special contracta
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—
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of much use for the rest of the winter.
The annual parish meeting will be
held at the First Baptist church next
Thursday at 2:30 p. m.
Next Sunday, Feb. 2, Rev. J. B. Murphy will speak on Africa. Mr. Murphy
has worked several years on this field.
It is hoped there will be a full house to
listen to him. This will be Mr. Murphy's last Sunday here as they go to another field for work.
Mrs. Edgar Hutch ins slipped and fell
on the ice Sunday noon, breaking her
wrist.
Mrs. Susan York, who bas been ill for
a long time, died Monday morning. She
was over 80 years of age.
Rev. John B. Murphy will lecture at

RANK FOOLISHNESS.
"When attacked by a cough or a cold,
or when your throat la aore, It la rank
fooliahneea to take any other medicine

FAMOUS HYMNS.

l"eid,nU Coiwi«t«l
With Their Origin.
than Dr. King*· New Dlacovery," iay·
have
Strange and pathetic are many of the C. 0. Eld ridge of Empire, Oa. "I
seven yean and I
etorles connected with the origin of fa- used "New Diecovery
know it ie the beet remedy on earth for
In some cases, however,
mous hymne.
cough· and cold·, croup and all throat
been
have
romances
fictitious
and iuog troublée. My children are
around beautiful words sung In our subject to croup, but New Discovery
Known
cures every attack."
chapels and churches. For many years quickly
the world over aa the King of throat and
that
believed
Cowpers"God
lt wns
remedies. Sold under guarantee I
was lung
Moves In a Mysterious Way
at F. A. Sburtleff & Co.'a drug atore.
*
of
the
poet
written as an outpouring
50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
bouI In gratitude for the frustfaUonof
Anecdote.

«nil

his attempted suicide In October. 1773.
The fact, however, says London lit
Bits, that this hymn has been found
lu a manuscript in- which the atest
date is August. 1778, proves that It

BLUE STORE8.

You
at

a

We Have

Very Low Price.

the Profit
Is Yours. You Need the Coat. We
Want Your Money. Now Is Your
Marked Ours Down

PBOBATE NOTICES.
all persons Interested In either of the Krtau s
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parla, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and eight.
was written before Cowpere attempt having been presented for the action thereupon
Is
It
hereinafter
Indicated,
hereby Ohdekeu :
on his life.
ΛιιΛ#
That notice thereof be given to all persons InThen, again, It le a popular belief terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
that Augustus Toplady wrote Rock of published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Ages" while sheltering from a storm Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
between two limestone rocks In the Probate Court to be held at said Parts, on
the third Tuesday of February, A. D. 1908, at 9
Meudlps. No proof of the storyM of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon
If they see cause.
and
consequentforthcoming, however,
FRANK E. HOWE, late of Frycburg, dely It must be accepted with caution.
ceased ; petition that Zetta B. Howe or tome I
But there Is no doubt that the author other suitable
South
person be appointed as adminisof "Christians, Awake," John Byrom. trator of said estate presented by said Zetta R.
composed that magnificent hymn as a Howe, widow.
ALBERT M. YATES, lite of Paris, deceased; I
Christmas gift to his favorite daugh- will
and petition for probate thereof presented
ter Dorothy, for he inscribed upon the by Rhoda S. Yates, the executrix therein named.
for
Dol
y.
manuscript. "Christmas day
JOHN FARR1NGTON, JR lato of Lovell, deIt was characteristic of the late Bish- ceased; will and petition for probate thereof I
Per- presented by Cyrus K. Chapman, the executor
op Blckersteth, who wrote 'Teace.
therein named.
it
found
he
that
always
fect Peace,"
ETHEL L. ELLINGWOOD et ale, minors, of
whatever
verse
easiest to express In
Upton; petition for license to sell and convey
real
estate presented by Isaac U. Elltngwood,
mind.
his
in
subject was uppermost
guardian.
One day he heard a sermon delivered
LIVONIA MURDOCH, late of Chenoa, Illibv Canon Gibbon, vicar of Harrogate, nois, deceased; tint and final account presented
the text "Thou wilt keep him In for allowance by Charles H. Prince, executor.
AARON O. CORBETT, late of Paris, deperfect peace whose mind Is stayed on
ceased ; petition for allowance out of personal
thee" and shortly afterward went to estate
presented by Nancy D. Corbett, widow.
visit an aged and dying relative, ArchROZILLA HEALD, late of Buckfleld, deBlckdeacon III11 of Liverpool. Bishop
ceased ; first account presented for allowance by I
ersteth found the archdeacon some- Washington Hcald, administrator.
ELLIS P. RUSSELL, late of Sumner, dewhat troubled In mind. and. It being
ceased; flrnt ami llnal account presented for alnatural to him to express In verse the lowance
by LotUe M. Russell, administratrix.
spiritual comfort which he deslied to
HERBERT L. SWIFT, late of Paris, dea sheet of
took
the
up
and final account presented for albishop
first
convey,
ceased;
SOUTH
there and then wrote down lowance by Annie L. Swift, administratrix.
To
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the hymn Just exactly as It stands and
to his dying friend.
read
An example of a hymn being wrltt η
to suit a certain tune Is
»
the grand old favorite "1 Thin ?
Mrs
I Bead That Sweet Story of Old.

it

Luke, the author, was

old Greek tune
which she had seen the children of tlu
Normal Infant school, Gray's Inn road,
marching to, and while going home on
she wrote the words to
the

pressed

one

day by

an

stagecoach

BUlt the music ou the back of au

envelope.

υ <

..met

There are two accounts of how -lust
auas I Am" came to be written. One
thority asserts that it was while she
lav In great physical weakness ou a
sofa, the other members of the farnl >
beiuu' present at a bazaar in which all
but the invalid were taking an acti\e
antho
part, that Charlotte Elliott, the
or the hymn, wrote the words which

have stirred the hearts of thousands.
On the other hand, the story is that
to
a youug girl was going to the town
choose a new dress for a ball. On her
wav she met a priest, who said she
ought not to go. However, she wen

but did not enjoy the even in, at a
and returned home miserable.
lotte Elliott (for that was the young
girl's name) went to confess to her
priest all about It and asked what she
should do. Ile advised her to go home
Just a. I
and tell Jesus all about It.

MERTON E. GENTLEMAN of Porter, minor;
second account presented for allowance by
R- llance C. Llbby, guardian.
LIVONIA MURDOCH, late of Chenoa, Illinois, deceased; petition for determination of
collateral Inheritance tax presented by Charles
H. Prince, executor.
ALBION E. BRADBURY, late of Canton,

he has taken, are
"When I Survey the Wondrous Cross,
"Awake, My Soul, aud With the Sun.
census

which

"Hark, the Herald Angels Sing,
"Rock of Ages. Cleft For Me.

and

Queer Book Logic.
Here is a strnugo fact. There are
today uo bookstalls υη the Belgian

state railways.
Whether this is in the interests of
the eyesight of the passengers or in
order to se. ure that their attention is
not distracted from the soap and other
advertisement tablets which, in three
languages, are the pride of the Netherlands does not appear, but the government has closed the stalls which hitherto had existence.
Spa is to petition through its authors
and journalists for leave to bring back
the banished bookstalls, but some of
the Belgian frontier towns are far less
dependent upon printer's ink than any
one would have imagined could nowadays be possible in a civilized land.

The bookseller at Bastogue, being
asked to display his wares, brought
out a selection of account books and
replied to the remoustauce of a traveler storm stayed in this unexciting
spot, "There are so many books that
if I had o. j it is unlikely it would be
the» one you wish for: therefore it is as
wi»:i to have none." an opinion presumably shared by the Belgian government.— Loudon Mail.

An Odd Coincidence.
The great seven masted schooner
was
recently
Thomas W. Lawson
wrecked and sunk off the Scllly Island
with a loss of several lives. When ι
hews of the disaster was published
whs noted hs a peculiar coincidence L,
Wall street that a schooner named alter Thomas W. Lawson, the Standard
Oil company's inveterate foe, and chartered by that corporation, should have
been lost on Friday, the 13th. which
was the title of a novel written by Mr.
Lawson in which he attacked the
New York
Standard Oil company.
—

Tribune.

A CRAZY MAN

WILLIAM RIDLON, late of Sweden, deceased; first and final account presented for allowance by Jesse L. Rldlon, executor.
CYRUS C. SPAULDING, late of Buckficld,
deceased ; second account presented for allowance by Benjamin Spauldlng, trustee.
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\OTICK OF FORECLOSU RE.
WHEREAS, Dexter A. Cummlngs of Albany,
In the County of Oxford and State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed, dated June 4, 1891, and recorded In tne Oxford Registry of Deed», book
Λ»·.', page S90, conveyed to Luclnda Cole a certain parcel of real estate situated In said Albany
and described as follows: The southerly portion of what was formerly the Leonard Cummlngs homestead and being the same premises
conveyed to said Dexter A. Cummlngs by
Ordecla Foster, by her deed dated June 19, 1888,
recorded In said registry, book '217, page 487;
and whereas the above said mortgage was assigned to me, the undersigned, by Augusta M.
Estes, administratrix or the estate of aald
dated
Luclnda Cole, which assignment Is
December 18, 1907, and recorded In said registry,
the
condition
and
whereas
book 295, page 194;
of said mortgage baa been broken : now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
January 17, 1908.
ALBION LEONARD CUMMINUS.
4-6

AND

insanity,

only

enveloped

remedy.

Vinol contains all the medicinal, foreclosure of said mortgage.
January 17, 1908.
curative elements of cod liver oil, but is
ALBION LEONARD CUMMINGS.
46
entirely free from oil, and is therefore,
reand
tonic
the best strength creator
NOTICE OF FORECLOSrRE.

constructor possible to obtain.
WHEREAS, Dexter A. Cummlngs of Albany,
The reason Vinol is so far superior to In the County of Oxford and State of Maine, by
deed, dated April 5th, 1898, and rethe old-fashioned cod-liver oil and his mortgage
corded in Oxford Registry, book 250, page 563.
emulsions is because it is made by conveyed to Anna K. Cummlngs, a certain parcel
situated In sain Albany and descientific, extractive and concentrating of real estate
scribed as follows ; Being a part of lot nine (9),
process from fresh cods' livers, combin- range four (4), bounded on the north and west
ing with peptonate of iron all the medici- by the Church lot and land of II. O. Wilbur; on
by land of C. L. Cole; on the east
nal, healing, body-building elements of the northeast
by land of Rllla Y. Labroke, and on tbe south
cod liver oil, but no oil.
by county road, being the same premises conVinol is unexcelled to restore health veyed to said Dexter A. Camming* by Ordecla
for
run-down,
Foster, by ber deed dated June 19tb, 1888, reand create strength
In said registry, book 217, page 447, and
debilitated, tired, overworked people, cordednow
occupied by said Dexter A. Cumbeing
old people, weak women, nursing mlngs
as his homestead; and whereas the said
deed of Mslgnmen-,
mothers, pury, aUing children, con- Anna K. Cummlngs, by ber
said mortgage to me, the undersigned,
valescents, or for people suffering with conveyed
said assignment being dated October 4, 1907, and
hard colds, hacking coughs, incipient recorded in said registry, book 395, page 170; and
If whereas tbe condition of said mortgage has boen
consumption and bronchitis. Try it. F.
broken : now, therefore, by reason of the breach
it fails we will return your money.
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
▲. Shurtleff Λ Co., druggists, South
January 17, 1908.
ALBION LXONABD CUMM1KQ8.
4-β
Main·.
Parla,

SHrBTLEFF

A.

F.

CO.

The Best is the

A

CO.

Cheapest.

That is why we are busier than ever building our
own make of good hand stitched harness.
My
double team harness run from $45 to $50, and they
I make a good
are guaranteed to give satisfaction.
single harness for $20. Call and see them before

you buy.

JAMES N. FAVOR, BKWfflfiî""''
Θ1 Main St,·

KTorway, Malno.

Overcoats
You'll find
for winter wear.
warmth and long service in
We've quite a
our overcoats.
of
variety dressy models. We
have all the
weaves

FORECLOSURE.

gestible

part

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

new

popular

fabrics and
this season.

for you to choose

Many colors

WHEREAS, Dexter A. Cummlngs of Albany,
In the County of Oxford and State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed, dated the nineteenth day of
June, 188β, and recorded In the Oxford Registry
of Deeds, book 215, page 326, conveyed to Amos
French a certain parcel of real e«tHle situated
tn sal·! Albany an<l described as follow»: The
southeily port'on of what was formerly the
I.eonard Cummlngs homestead, l>clng the t-amc
premises deeded by .John urover to Ordecla
Foster, by deed dated the fourteenth day of
September, 1883, reconled In Oxford Registry,
look '.'04, page 2;·0, and deeded by the said
Ordecla Foster to said Dexter A. Cummlngs by
deed dated the nineteenth day of June. 1888; and
whereas the said Amos French, on the ninth day
of Decernl>er. 1899, made an assignment of the
above described mortgage to Anna K. Cummlngs, which assignment Is recorded In said
registry, book 245, page 3.19; and whereas the said
Anna K. Cummlngs on the seventh day of
October, 1907, made an assignment of said
mortgage to me, the underi-lgned, which assignment Is recorded In said registry, book 295, page
16»; and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has l>ecn broken : now, therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition theicor, 1 claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
January 17tb, 1908.
ALBION LEONARD CUMMING3.
4-6

recently

proof

Bottles 73 cents.

whereas the condition of said mortgage has tieen
broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Woodstock, Maine, Jan. 25, 1908.
EDNA J. JUDKINS.
46

ALL—PEOPLE AKE AMAZED.

egg-shell

Pint

III..

■

SHELL

tem, and supplying the energy needed to overcome
disease. It is especially valuable in the treatment of
diseases of the Throat and Lungs.

WHEREAS, Emily K. McCrellls, of Woodstock, tn the County of Oxford anil Slate of
Main··, by her mortgage deed, dated tlie thirtieth
•lay of March, A. D. Ι'.Ηβ, ami recorded In Oxford Registry of Deeds, book 289, page 165, conveyed to 111c, the undersigned, a certain parcel
of lanil, with the building* thereon, situated at
North Woodstock, In Woodstock η foresaid, and
known as the Ahby W. I'ackard stand, contain
lrif one-half acre of land more or iese; and

NOTICE OF

j

η

BETSEY KNIGHT, late of Sweden,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased arc desired to present the same for seulement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
EDWIN U. KNIGHT.
Jan. 21st, 190S.
nuïll'£ or

something
nothing better

need

grip you

You will find

combination of medicinal agents capable of
stimulating the appetite, giving tone to the entire sysIt is

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
cntate of
ANSEL BEAN, late of Waterford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
uondsasthe law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto ure requested to make payment Immediately.
ALBERT B. BEAN.
Jan. 21st, 1908.

CO.

Compound Syrup of Hypophosphitos.

ADDISON E. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBKKT D. PARK, Register.

NOTICE.
The subecrllwr hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
8 Α ΜΑΝΤΗ A B. HORR, late of Lovell,
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present the samo for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
JOSIAH N. HORR.
Jan. 21st, 1908.

the

or

SOTRTliEFF Λ.

A.

F.

MnVRTliUFF * CO.

to build up the system.
than our

Buckficld,

deROZILLA HEALD, late of
ceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
remaining In his bands presented by Washington lieal'i, administrator.

MAINE.

PARIS,

After bad colds

presented

NOTICE OF FORECLOSCRE·
WHEREAS, Dexter .A. Cummlngs of Albany,
In the County of Oxford and State of Maine, by
found eat- his mortgage deed, dated October 21, 1β97, and
A crazy man was
and all and it was de- recorded In Oxford Registry of Deeds, abook 2ΛΟ,
ing an
certain
page ■'!«!·, conveyed to i'heue Atkins
of hie
clared additional
parcel of real estate situated tn said Albany and
as every one realizes that the shell of an described as follows; The southerly part of
Leonard Cummlngs
was formerly the
egg has no food value, and is both indi- what
same premises conveyIt is just as homestead and being the
and injurions.
ed by Ordecla Foster to Dexter A. Cummlngs,
crazy for a sane person to swallow a lot by deed dated June 19, 1888, recorded In sabi
the
of cod liver oil to get the benefit of the registry, book 217, page 487; ami whereas
above said mortgage was assigned to William A.
medicinal elements contained therein, as Holt
of
legatee
Ilealcy.
residuary
Benjamin
by
for the crazy man to eat the egg, shell said Pnebc
Atkins, which assignment Is dated
September 27,1904, and recorded In said registry,
and all.
book 288, page 8; and whereas the said William
Scientists agree that the oil or greasy A. Holt
assigned said mortgage by hla deed of
of cod liver oil has no medicinal assignment dated January 24, 1905, and recorded
K.
upsets the In said registry, bjok 268, page 375, to Anna K.
value whatever, and
whereas the said Anna
stomach and retards recovery, but it is Cummlngs; and
said mortgage to me, the
Cummlngs
assigned
in the
the medicinal elements
undersigned, by her assignment dated October
cods' livers and their oil which repre- 4,1907, and recorded In said registry, book 295,
and whereas the condition of said
sent all the tonic and curative power of page 171; has been broken ; now, thererefore, by
mortgage
that famous old
reason of the breach of said condition, I claim a
FOUND EATING

A.

for allowdeceased: second account
ance by Byron C. Walte, administrator with the
will annexed.

am?" she said. "Yes, just as you are.
'.u>Lh
She returned home and on her
NOTICE.
composed that lovely hymn "Just as
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
I Am." The proofs, however, seem to
has been duly appointed executor of the last
point to the first story, which Is given will and tentamcnt of
ItKHECCA JANE BICKNELL,
lu Dr. Julian's "Dlctlouary of Hymuollate of Hartford,
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased. All persons
ogy." as being the correct one.
demands
that
us
tells
having
against the estate of said deDr. Julian, by the way,
ceased arc desired to present the same for settlethe total number of Christian hymns ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
in the 200 or more languages and dia- make payment Immediately.
W. E. BICKNELL.
Jan. 21st, 1908.
lects in which they have been written
NOTICE.
comGerman
Is not less than 100.000,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
ing first with 100,000 and English next. has been duly appointed
executor of the last
The most popular hymns, according ο will and testament of
a

F.

Successor to Mrs. Ε. Λ. Howe,

from.

*

Overcoats from

$7.50

to $22.00.

H.B.Foster,
One Price Clothier,

Copyright

1907 bjr
Hart Schatfner £3" Marx

Maine.

Norway,

ODD LOT SALE
CARPET ROOM DEPARTMENT
A Large Lot of Mattings
3

yards

on

to 15

the dollar.

Linoleums

yards

lengths,
price.

A lot of short

wide

at 2-3

in

a

piece

at 50 cents

3 to 15

Wool Carpets
A number of small rolls, 5
cost and less.

to

15

yards, 8-4

yards,

Lace Curtains

Odd lots of Lace Curtains,

pairs

of

a

kind at 1-3 off the

one to

at

three

regular price.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
8S

Site Oxford SBtmoctal

=

SOUTH PABIS.
SOLTH
Ottc« Hoar·:

A.

H. to 7 30

T.

Miss Wilma Morrill closed her worl 1
here and returned to her home in West

U.

brook Saturday.

grand trunk railway.

Commencing Sept. S». W7,
SOl'TH PARIS
Going down eaet; —5 36 A. M.. dally ; 9 JO
IV V except Sunday ; « β P. ■·. dally.
dallv ; 3 rib
UolDg UP we-t -9 50 A. M..
iAiiy except Sunday; 8.47 P. ■-» dally.
TRAINS

Ο. H. I.nnt of Purtlan 1 has been th< j
guest of his daughter, Mrs. Harold Τ
Briggs, for a day or two.

LKAV8

Α.

M

Miss Charlotte Giles was accomp*nie<
by Mrs. Will Faulkner on her week-enc
trip home from Bliss Business College >

P. M

CHCBCHX·.

Lewiston.

Congregational Church, Rev. Α. Τ. Mi
rûr Pa«tor. Preaching service. 10:43 a m
School 11:45 A.M.; Τ ?. S. C. Ε *Λ

«

>

Evening «ervlce 7 Λ» p. μ.: Cburv ,
at 7.30 P. «
-aver m»*tlc» Wednesday evening
are corllally li
Α 1." not otherwise connected,
m

y

day.

The Seneca Club will be entertaine< 1
this Mondav evening by Mrs. Ago* ι
Penfold.

roeΤ UfKICX-

PARIS

7 JO

Mr. and Mrs. J am m Heald of Samne r
guests at Albert D. Park's Satui

were

The ladies of the M. E. church wil I
supper in their vestry Thursday
Jan. 30th, followed by a social. Suppei
»
fifteen cents.
serve a

■

MeUodl-t Church. Rev. Τ S. Kcw!ey, Pastoi
The Newlyweds met Wednesday after
Sud·lav. mornln* prayermeetlng 10 «0 a. m.
Sabbath Schoc i noon with Mrs. Donald P. Chapman ai
-eachlos'eervl.e 10:45 a.
m
Kpwcrth League Meeting 6 00 P. M ; the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs
N. Dayton Bolster.
•-aver meetm* Wednesday evening 7 JO; clas
~Wtlng Krt lay venin» 7 30.
Chesbrc »
(Ta tin> Church. Rev. J. Wallace
Jailer Wilbur L. Farrar is reported tc
»
10:45
service
>n »un lav, preaching
fv-t r
be gaining rapidly since his return from
1· r.S. C. Ε·, β:15
tth *· oc1· li Μ
»ϊ
even
the
*·
ρ.
;
Wednesday
hospital, and making all the progreei
-aver meeting Τνι
γ
All ar ! that could be looked
Seats free.
for.
ice -aver service 7 A.·.
i-

'cnlveraaMet

Church, Rev .J. H.

Little, Pastoi

Miss Florence Ellen, daughter of Mr,
and Mrs. John A. Haskell, who live in
the Hersey bouse on Main Street, died
Friday of tubercular meningitis, at th<
age of 12 years.

m
-vt. :1η» -ervlce every Sunday at 10 :45 a.
Junior Union at 3 J
•av Scut»·. at 12 *
*.
at
P.
7
V
Γ.
C.
V.
H

STATKl) HKKTI508.
Κ
~

;

e

Re*u!a
A A M.—Paris Lodge, No. 94.
'ng Tues lav evening on or before full moon
?>. κ —Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
Auror
tr ursday evenln? of eaca wees
ment.'tlrst And thirl Monday evening

'•"•4
y'.·· jrai
■

if each

—

month.

M >unt P'eaaan·. Rebekah Lodge, No
R
eets second and fourth Fridays of eacl
m In Od 1 Fellows' Hall.
\ κ _W. K. Kimball Post, No. 143, meeti
tir-t art! thirl Saturlay evenings of eacl
a -tb In if. A. R. Hall.
w~ Κ Kimball Circle, Ladles of the Ci. A
Β t.eeu a ret And third Saturday evening· ο
-nth. In *>ran'l Arni-i Ha.l.
r%· ::
h —Paris iir»nge. from May 1 to Oct. 1
l
ets'arst an 1 thirl Saturiay; during th«
the year, meets every Saturday, it
dnder
r,
U-acrt Hall.
Λ
r
(i.e.—Second and fourth Mon<lays oi
—

After a little spit of

;

»

··

*\

P.—Stonv Brook Lodge, No. 181
u »econ 1 and fourth Wednesday evening!
of a- s month.
P.— Hamlin Lodge. No, 31, meets ererj
i'r
evening at Pythian Hall.
κ

ο.

Mrs. Ella Burbank is
and friends at Auburn.

visiting relatives

Miss Ruth A. Tucker of West
v> :ed here last Tuesday.

Paris

Mrs. Herbert Walton returned from
•.be b <pital the first of last week.

snow

Sunday even-

as usual, and kept it up
the line of weather, tbie
winter is about the limit. The 27th ol
January, aud no real sledding yet.

[ ing, it rained
all night. In

MissLuellaJ. Phelps of Cambridge,
Mass., who has been visiting her nephew,
Albert D. Park, for several weeks, recruiting from an illness, is much improved, and expects to return home some
time this week.
Mrs. Louise J. Briggs was called to
Brookton last Tuesday by the serious
illness of her son, FredC. Briggs, at that
place. He is reported improving, aud if
he continues to improve, she will return
home in a few days.
Leon A. Brooks has purchased the
farm of Fred Uowe on Fore Street in Oxford, and will move there a little later.
Mr. Rowe will have an auction sale of
his stock, tools and household goods
This is oue of the best
next Saturday.
farms in this vicinity, with large and

comparatively

new

buildings.

Several of the Knights of Pythias
from Hamlin Lodge were at Portland
Thursday night to attend the Pythian
jubilee, and were in City Hall when the
Mica
Mt.
Lodge
of
team
le^ree
tire broke out which destroyed the build·
*
nfer the first degree on three caning. As is generally known, they all got
I,ire» for Norway
Lodge at their out without danger, though it got quite
η,·η: »r meeting Thursday evening of smoky in some parts of the building beti;!» week.
fore it was cleared.
>trict Deputy Ellie S. Doble and an
The repairs on the Probate Court room
Aurora Encamp
.r.^a ing team from
the court house have been finished, so
Mr*. Edward Treraaine of Brockton,
Ma.·»» is the guest of her cousin, Mrs.
jK. Morton, for several weeks.

Henry

Henry Ε.

Hammond.

Edwin Hammond, a prominent
citizen of Paris, and well known through·
out the county, died suddenly at bia
home at Paria Hill Monday eTouing,
Jan. it). He was born Sept. 12, 1S27,
and was a few months past SO years of
age at the time of his death.
About a year ago Mr. Hammond bad a
severe attack of pneumonia, when his
life waa almost despaired of, but he
made a full recovery, and afterward engaged in hie usual activities, being in
good health and vigor for a man of his
years. He was at South Paris only ten
days previous to his death. For a few
days he had not been feeling very well,
and on Monday was so poorly that the
members of his family urged bira to
have a physician, but he refused, and
went to call at a neighbor's during the
afternoon. He ate supper with the
family and said he felt better, and retired at the usual time. Between 10 and
11 o'clock Mrs. Hammond noticed that
he was breathing peculiarly, and spoke
He made no reply, but turned
to him.
over
in bed and almost immediately
ceased breathing.
Henry E. Hammond was one of a
family which has had much to do with
the life of the town of Paris. Benjamin
Hammond was one of the first settlers of
Sew Gloucester. Four of his children
became residents of Paris in its early
days, and many of their descendants, in
the several branches of the family, are
now
citizens of the town. Beojamin
Hammond, Jr., came to Paris only a
few years after the first trees were felled, aud in 17*7 purchased lot 12 in the
sixth range. On that lot he built a
home where he lived the rest of his
days. His son Ezra, born on the homestead, spent his life there, and there
Henry E., son of Ezra, was born and
lived the eighty years of his life. The
Hammonds have always been thrifty
and prosperous farmers, and the farm,
with its substantial buildings, about
half a mile southeast of the village of
Paris Hill, has been one which has attracted the attention of strangers.
Henry E. Hammond has always been
much interested in town affaire, carefully and faithfully attending to his

duties
citizen, and rarely missing a
towa meeting. Ah a citizen of the state
as

a

and the nation he was equally interested
in public affairs and attentive to his
duties. A Republican in politics, he
was fair-minded and
disposed to consider the interests of all the people as
well as the interests of the party. He
was town clerk for some years, served
several terms as selectman, and for two
terms, in 1^70 and 1871, represented the

■

nient

went to

Norway Friday evening

αν! installed the officers of Wildey Enainj ment for the coming year.

Mrs. E. F. Claeon are to
the second-floor rent in Mrs.
Pleasant Street,
I. vej »y's bouse on
which "W. P. Morton has occupied for
s me years, and has just vacated.

Principal and
•upy

Percy M. Walker was at Buffalo, N
V last week, attending the meeting of
the United States cement dealers' asso•iation, and was with his sister, Mrs.
Nathan A. Chase, at Ilion, Ν. Y., over

Sunday.

that the furniture, which has been in the
grand jury room for some time, has been
moved back, and the January term of
Probate Court was held in the old quarWith a steel ceiling,
ters last Tuesday.
new paint on the wood work, and a new
linoleum on the floor, the appearance of
the room is much improved.

j

tents.

hall was an imposand brick, erected
about fifty years ago, at a cost of about
$<S00,000. It was damaged in the big
fire of 1S6G, but the walls were not injured, and it was restored within a year.
Besides the large public hall, it contained eighty rooms.
The Portland

ing structure of

The Fan-Tans had a supper and one of
their delightful meetings at the club
A code of byroom Saturday evening.
laws was adopted aud the following
officers elected:
rresMem—.μγ-. none

an ,\rue.

Vice-President—Mrs. A I). Park
Secretary—Mi··. Mcruian Wilson.

Dr. Littlefield is having a bath room
A «-t. Sec.—M Us Carrie Hall.
iDs'alled and some steel ceilings put on
Treasurer—Mrs. J U. LlUlefield.
at the True house on Pleasant Street,
which he recently purchased, and will The thank* of the club are due Mrs.
make other repairs and improvements McArdle for the pleasant evening.
ΗΚΝΚΥ Ε· HAMMOND.
before moving in.
Mrs. Eliza II. Moore died Sunday fore(Courtesy of Kumford Fall· Time*.)
The c'ass of 11Ό8 in the high school noon at her home in the Haskell bouse
has decided to take atrip to Washington on Maiu Street, at a little past 81 years t ,>VM of I'iiris and the towns
in place of the graduating exercises, as of age.
She had been failing for some n\xh itas a member of the state e'.a^ed
leg.sla11W7. The
done bv the class of
time, and had been seriously ill for a
will be made some time the last of number of weeks. Mrs. Moore was a
the
after
of
March,
first
daughter of Maj. Kufus Stowell, and
February or the
married Hiram Moore, who has been
close of the winter term.
for souie years. She has one sister
dead
or
Harry A. Morton, superintendent
Mrs. Julia C. Smiley, who is now
living,
Mrs.
and
Co.,
Manufacturing
îbe l'aria
in Oregon. Mrs. Moore's funeral will be
for
ten
in
about
to
start
day»
are
Morton,
p. m. Tuesday.
Mrs. Morton will go held at 2 o'clock
a southern trip.
visit
to
Lake,
Texas,
Sour
to
directly
Mrs. Park entertaiued the members of
Mr. and Mrs. Heidner, and Mr. Morton, her class in the Unirersalist Sunday
after a trip through the South in the School and a few others at the Park farm
iuterest of the company, will join her on the Hebron road Friday evening The
there later and return with her.
most of those invited were taken down
When
in a hay rack.
Capt. Alfred A. Starbird of the I'nited by Charles Newell
been
visiting bis they were assembled, the party numberStates Army has
four. All sorts of games wore
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Starbird, ed twenty
for a few days. Capt. Starbird has been played, and all devoted themselves to
stationed at Fort Slocum. New York, for having a good time to the best of their
Refreshments were served in a
some time, and had expected to be or- ability.
dered to the Philippines at this time, varied menu, ranging from sandwiches
but instead is ordered to Kort Leaven- to cornballs, and in generous quantity.
worth, Kansas, and started on his jour- It was a late, or perhaps it wonld be
better to say, an early hour, when the
ney to that point Monday morning.
party broke up.
The ladies of the Congregational
church have organized a missionary soThe Good Cheer supper and entertainciety which will meet at the parsonage ment will be given Tuesday of this week,
month.
each
of
first Tuesday
on the
Jan. :ί», a week ahead of time. A clam
The book, Christus Redemptor. with chowder supper will be served at 0:50.
disand
for
used
study
A few beaus will be served those who
map, will be
cussion. For the present there will be don't eat clam chowder. The following
The next meeting will be held entertainment will follow the supper:
no fees.
on the first Tuesday afternoon in FebMusic.
ruary, to which all are cordially invited. Solo
Ralph Andrews.
Mr Pike.
Sokk
Advertised letters in South Paris post Hock of Ages, Illustrate·!,
Helen Porter.
Marie Newton.
So!o,
office, Jan. :i7, 1WS:
was

start

Mtse Sylvie Parker.
MUs Ksther Berry.
Mis· Lena Martlon.
Mr». Annie I'ratt (3).
Ml*» Beatrice E. Smith.
Mr. Henry B. Dunham.
Mr Will ihuc.
Mr. K. F. Water*.
Mr. Elroy Stearns.

S. F. Davis, P. M.

Arthur E. Forbes and Miss Maud
Douglass of the Democrat were in Portland last week to attend the meeting of
the Maine Press Association and its banquet, which was at the Columbia Hotel
Thursday evening. The meeting of the
association failed to get the big storm
as far east as Portland this year, but it
excitement, as the
was
not without
burning of the Portland City Hall came

Friday morning.

Music.

Kaipb and Eva An'lrews.

Duet,

Solo,

Hesitation

By

Drill,

Prices

Mr. Pike.
Helen Porter.
ten little boys an<l girls.

Music.
as

usual.

Howard \V. Shaw and the hotel team
did a stunt Thursday afternoon whica
wasn't so funny as it may perhaps
sound. Howard and Elmer Lane were
driving up the steep hill on Highland
Street below S. P. Maxim's after a
trunk. As the hill was very icy Howard decided to get off and walk at the
edge of the road. They had got nearly
to the top of the hill when the horse,
which was not very sharp-shod, lost his
footing, crouched, and began to slide
back. Howard caught hold of the wagon to guide it, when he too lost his footing, and the whole outfit slid together to
the bottom of the bill. It scared the
people who saw it almost out of their
wits, but no harm was done except one
little scratch of no consequence on the
horse.

A party of about thirty, made up largely of the Methodist church people, made
an unannounced visit to Eben E. Chapman at his home near the village Monday evening, the occasion being Mr.
< hapman's birthday.
Although Mr.
Chapman did not know in advance of
the visit, Mrs. Chapman did, and was
j
The Seneca Birthday Party.
prepared for them. Refreshments were
served, and there was a genera! good
in
the
interested
be
should
The public
time, much enjoyed by all. Mr. Chapbirthday party which is to be given in
m^u was presented with a pocketbook
Pythian Hall, Feb 0th, for the benelit of
a* a token of esteem from those present. I
the reading room.
During the summer of 190."» the Seneca
At the last meeting of the Euterpean
to
Ciub held with Mrs. Barnes, the follow- Club raised eighty dollars with which
room.
Thirty
ing programme was carried out, Aida start a public reading
dollars of this amount was given by the
beiug the opera studied:
the rest was raised
Current Mmlcal K venu. members of the club,
L*''·
Tolraan.
Miss
Story of the Ouer*,
subscription.
by
Mr». Noyes.
* <*al Solo, Celeste A Ma,
As the public library was a large
rlano Solo, Selections from the Opera,
Mrs. Brlggs. room, the club was given permission to
use the front of it for a reading room.
MlSCKLLAJtKOCS.
Thirty dollars of the money was spent
Vocal Duet. E»tullantlna. I*. Laconic,
Mr». Wheeler, Mrs Smiley. on the room, tinting the walls, buying
IBtlaoo Duet, The Witches· K.Ijfht. Russell,
chairs, etc. Seveenteen
Mts* Burne-, Ml»» Clark. curtains, lamp,
of the leading magazines were subscrib» ucal Soto, (a) under the Ro*e, Fisher,
one
and
daily paper. Each
(bj The Bosary, Nevlo, Mr». Barnes. ed for,
the club bears the
evening
Thursday
Quartette, Legends, K. Mlhrlng,
the
The Schuberts. expense of lighting and heating
room and the services of the librarian.
That enterprising boHy, the Western
The reading room is run at a cost of
Avenue Club, is having some very indollars a year. This amount th«
fifty
last
Its
teresting meetings this seaaon.
club has earned each year since the
with
Mrs.
afternoon session was held
first
Cora S. Briggs at Highland Cottage.
Following is the list of magazinec
As usual, the entire afternoon was spent which can be fonnd on the reading
were
ladies
and
the
there,
delightfully room tables and which all are invited tc
eutertained and specially delicious re- read at
any time:
freshments were served. Last Tuesday
Century, Outing, Success, Review ol
evening was gentlemen's night with the Reviews,
Technical World, Youth'!
club, and the ladies and gentlemen were Companion, Literary Digest (which hat
entertained by Mrs. George R. Morton. been
given each year by Mr. Williarr
1 wenty-two were present, and spent the
Deeriog), Woman's Home Companion
a
course
that
evening informally except
Ladies' Home\Journal, Saturday Even
of progressive conversation was instituting Post, McClure's, Cosmopolitan, St
ed and conducted by the hostess, to add
Physical Culture
Nicholas,
Judge,
Reto the sociability of the evening.
American.
freshments were served.
Advertiser: It seems liki 1
The selectmen have hung in the post
office a blue print of an iron bridge of carrying coals to Newcastle to brinj
an >
about the pattern which they will recom- California apples to Maine yet they
meud erecting in two placée in town, to for sale in Portland markets and pre
them
take the place of wooden bridges now sumably there is a demand for
a topic of dis
getting old. One is across Stony Brook Here is a suggestion for
>
Maim
the
of
near (ieorge Parker's at the foot of Brett cussion at the conference
I
Hill near South Paris, and the other apple growers which has just been calle<
Main 5
near by the secretary of agriculture.
acroM the Moose Pond outlet
been famous but i '
<*eorge Berry's, a little distance south of apples have long
orchardists of th
Trap Corner. The first price named by now appears that the
their laurek »
a bridge company, in response to the state may have to look to
selectmen, was $000 for the two bridges, ! or their apple blossoms.

Portlaft

delivered at the nearest railroad station,
the town to set up and plank the bridges.
Among the peculiar happenings ο f
I rices have been asked from other bridge this peculiar winter 1· a grass fire in ι
builders, and it ia probaole that the field near Biddeford a few days since, fo r
price can be quite a little reduced from which a hose company was called out, i j
th« 1500.
j protect the house· sear bj.

Portland bad its most destructive fire
since the big conflagration of 1860 last
Friday morniug, when the city ball was
burned. The tire started in the city
electrician's room, where it was discovered from the outside about 2:30 in
the morning. It had not then got a
great start, but as it was in the heart of
the electrical equipment of the city, the
fire alarm was out of commission, and
the alarm was given by telephone and
by whistles, so that there was some delay about getting out the call men of the
department. Then the tire, which was
in the upper part of the building and
near the particularly inflammable structure of the dome, spread rapidly and was
soon beyond control.
At the time of the fire a Pythian jubilee was in progress in City Hall, and
from $00 to 1000 Knights of Pythias
The fact of the
were assembled there.
fire was quietly communicated to them,
and they left the building at once in an
orderly manner, securing practically all
their clothing from the check rooms,
though some of them did not have time
to remove the costumes which they were
wearing in the degree work. Some of
them then assisted about handling the
hose before the whole of the fire department had arrived.
There was a high wind blowing, and
sparks were being swept over the city,
so that it looked at one time as if a conflagration would result? In fact two
or three other buildings were several
times on fire, but all these fires were extinguished without extensive damage.
Help was summoned from other cities,
aud as rapidly as possible engines were
sent in from Lewiston, Bath aud Biddeford. In all nearly a dozen engines
were stationed, and for hours poured
ton of water on the burning building.
It was bitterly cold, and the work was
severe on the firemen, but no serious
accidents happened, although the men
had to work from the roofs of about
every building in the vicinity. Much of
the hose which was used had to be cut
out of ice into which it was solidly
frozen, when the fire waa out.
The fire was got under control about
noon, and the fighting force was reduced, after about nine hours of bard work.
At that time the walls of the building
were standing, but the roof and most of
the inside fioors had gone down.
The building was occupied by both
the city government of Portland and the
county of Cumberland. A county court
house is now under construction, and
the county will occupy it when completed, which will not be for a year or
bo.
In this fire perhaps the most serious loss was the destruction of the probate records, which are entirely gone,
not having been kept in a fireproof
vauit. The other county records, while
damaged are not destroyed. The most
va'uable of the city records were carried ;
out of the building while the fire was in j

progress.
1
A portion of the loss it is impossible
to restore by any outlay of money, but j
the actual money loss is in the vicinity of !
a million dollars, while there was an in- !
surance on the building of about -$$0,·
000, and some small ineurauce on con-

at

tUIn

large petition signed by citizens
and ex-soldiers to Representative C. E.
Littletield asking him to use bis intluence in securing at this session of congress, the pension bill recently introduced into congress by Gen. I. R. Sherwood
of Ohio. This bill seeks to equalize the
pensions given to soldiers, aud its provisions are such that it will not call for ;
au increased appropriation, but will do
away with some of the needless expense
of the present and distribute the money
thus saved directly among the soldiers,
for whom the pension law was created.
The present graded system of pensions is
good as far as it goes, but it is unjust,
and not equitable in the discriminations
which it makes.
under the present '
To illustrate,
system, the soldier who enlisted at the
age of 18 and is now 63 or (14, must wait J
twenty years from now before he will bo
on a pension level with bis companion
who enlisted at the age of :J(J to 40.
Yet,
the younger man, with his strong vitalithem
some
of
as
served
many years,
ty,
re-enlisting and remaining four years and
more. They were in as many battles, they
endured as great hardships, they saw and
shared in as much suffering, and to-day
are as badly crippled and disabled, broken down in health, and the best of their
life was given to the country's service. !
Some of them because of their greater
vitality were given more arduous tasks J
Yet by
than their older companions.
this graded system of pensions these
brave men, without whose service there j
would have been no rich and prosperous
United States to-day, are discriminated
against, and left in a condition where it1
will be years before they will be on the
level with their older companions as
seat a

character Mr. Ilatnmond w»8 up-

ffinTal

of the church and its
many years has been a regular attendan
at the Paris Hill Baptist chuich.
Especially through his services as
crier of the Oxford County terms of
sunreme Court Mr. Hammond has become well known to many of the people
countv. He was appointed to the
nos.tion in 1803, and held it at the time
his death, a total «erv.ce of more
At the term
than fortv-four vears.
court in March, 1904, he was presented
bv the lawyers and court officers with a
e'avel of ivory and gold, suitably enwhich is one of the handsomest
tokens ever presented in tho state,
of his mo.t cl,eri,hed posessions. His portrait hangs ^thelaw
librarv and is the only one thereout
»'
lb. list 01
Mr Hammond married, Sept. t, ι -h,
M. Chase, who survives him,
after more than fifty-six years of life together. Four children survive—Mrs. J.
\
Kimball of Boston; Miss Alice k.
Hammond who lives at the old home,
Hammond, who lives at ie
llenrv L>
old homestead, and is a well known

ofThe

j

Sf

«lîed
frift

£d ι» Ô..

>

11

Adal'ine

they stand to-day.

th.a

cUiM„

"

o'clock Thursday, and

Rev. J. W. Chesbro
Paris Baptist church.

by

Report

on

the South

j

Public Library.

of
(Ma-le bv the librarian, at tbe
l'arts Public Library Association.)
The number of books loaned from
January, 1907, to January. 1908, le as
f
5634 ; JuvenlleFlctlon 90β;

»nn"a\roectlng

°FVtlon

an'l Travel 44; Stan'larJ

ïfSwSTK »e"î& j·.

Sature

liooki

I ; Bouml Magasine 1.
Making a total of 0777,
*

which .s an mof 1300 over the year 1905. Since
September I have also loaned by per
mission, 80 magazines from the reading

creaee

r°There
^

have been

205

bonowers of

wejV

The Seneca reading room is
ronized, and is maintained by contrithe Seneca
butions by, and effort*
Club. The oil painting which haugs
the room was presented to the club
y
M
books have been renovated
and ret0 some extent, in
t>lacin>' with new, old and wor° °°
been
hooks 04 having
rebound, and ·>4
worn-out books have been
new and ιr
Thirteen
inineru uo
popular books have
nowland has

0^

TÎie libwy

i^'nd.ng.

(lu^lic^·

ΪΧΚ Λ ibraty' Bailey's Cylopedia of

volam

τ

pay Taxes or be Published.
It ia a eood time to remember that by
l"> y°"· th°
. law ρ
»ticers are required to publish in their an
nual report "the names and amounts of
all delinquent tax payers which have
been committed to thetreasureror col·
Just what the
lector for collection."
clea
law means, may not be
and the expediency of it,
it means, may be open to question, bu
it is the law, and will undoubtedly be

JUd

Tïï'ffir

absolutejy
*naie*®,

obiterved by all mun'Cipal .'fficersat they

pXmanc^bi.
Fees

dut, «bail b. not
than five dollars nor more than
twenty five dollars." There isn't imminent danger of any one being fined under
but tb. to.» report, are
about in procaaa of making, and a word
to tbe wise is sufficient.

S atâX.

Note.
We find some dumping coal ashes in
the highway. Now many of the team
sters are complaining that it causes tbem
many hard pulls with their teame.
Please do not dump them there until our
sledding is past. Pile them up somewhere and tbe road agent will haul them
off free in the spring.
Next Friday, Jan. 31st, is the close of
the year's business of 1908 of the town
of l'aris. Now it is necessary for a cor·
rect town report that we have every
demand against this town. If you have
a school bill see that it goes to youi
superintendent of schools, or any othei
Please atbill goes to your selectmen.
tend to this at once and we will give you
a report of the standing of this town at
nearly as it is possible to have it to Jan.
31, 1908.
Sblkctmkn of Pabis.
1

of Mr·.
was

Joseph

drowned

Annual

id

the Saoo Itiver Tuesday afternoon. He
Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. 8. and another boy woro playing on the
service
Pastor.
Sunday, ice when tbe part on which they were
Rl'lcout,
Preaching
10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School, 12.·00 M.; Y. P. 8. broke off from the rest and
they were
C. E., Sunday Evening, 630 P. M.; Social MeetThe other boy
ing, 7 Λ0 P. M. ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, thrown into the water.
waa rescued.
Tuesday evening.
Davie,
Universalis Church, Bev. 8. O.
Pastor. Preaching sen-Ice on Sunday at 10:30
A CURE FOR MISERY.
A. M. Sabbath School, 12 Λ0; T. P.C. U. meet**I have found a cure for the misery
lng. 7:00 P. M.
Pastor.
A.
Rev.
Brooks,
Methodist Church,
C·
malaria poison produces," says R. M.
Preaching service. 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School,
"It's called
12:00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 P.M., James of Louellen, S. C.
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting Electric Bitters, and comes in 50 cent
Sunday
League,
Epworth
Friday evening.
bottles. It breaks up a case of chills or
evening,6.-00 P. M.
a bilious attack in almost no time; and
Baptist Church, Rev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor.
SabbUh
10Λ)
A.
School,
service.
it puts yellow jaundice clean out of comM.;
Preachlpg
12X10 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P. mission."
This great tonic, medicine
M., Wednesday evening, 7 30.
and blood purifier gives quick relief in
STATED MKKTINOB.
all stomach, liver and kidney complaints
F. A A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
Sold unSo. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or and the misery of lame back.
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter, der guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s
So. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or
store.
before full moon. Oxford Council, B. 18. M, drug
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
after
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening
Born.
CHUBCHKS.

Muslin

_

full

Underwear Sale!

moon.

I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Fellows' Half, every Tuesday Evening.
In Norway, Jan. 17, to the wife of William D.
Wlldey Encampment. No. 21, meets In Odd Moore, a eon.
Fellows' Had, second and fourth Friday EvenIn Norway, Jan 14, to the wife of Alexander
Inge of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge, Boulati(for, a daughter.
No. 5s, meets on first and third Friday of eat h
In Norway, Jan. 15. to the wife of Napoleon
month.
Beaudoln, a' eon.
K. of P.—Bearular meeting In Hathaway Block
In Woodstock, Jan. 13, to the wife of Lonie
every Thursday Evening, U. R., A./). Noyes Immonen, a eon.
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33. P. S., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
Married.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each mouth at Grange Hall.
meets
In
No.
54,
G. A. R.—Hairy Rust Post,
In Fryeburg, Jan. 15, by Rev. Raman N. Stone,
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening Mr. George W Rlckford of Fryeburg and MUe
of eac h month.
MU Ired W. Hill of Conway, N. H.
W. B.C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, MonIn North Waterford, Pec. 12, by Rev. G. Γ.
day evening.
Fuller, Mr. Pllney Rrett Ifen'ey of Waterford
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In and MUe Alice Amelia Rlrney of Bethel.
Se* G. Λ.It. Hall, on the first and third WedIn North Waterford, Jan. 18, by Kev. G. P.
nesday evenings of each month.
Fuller, Mr. Orrlngton J. Rowc of Lovell and
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council, Mies Lydia M. McKeen of Stoneham.
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday

evening.

U. O. P. F .—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
month
C. O. G. C·—Norway Commandery, No. Hi.
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
ear h month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryerson hall, every Thursday evening, September to
May, first and thirl Thursday evenings, May to

September.

Snow and lots of it is what is being
called for by all.
The twenty-fifth annual meeting of
the Odd Fellows'Graded Mutual Relief
Association was held at I. O. O. F. Hall

The
in this place on Monday evening.
following officers were elected, viz.:
President—Alfred S. Kimball.
Vlc?-Presldent—G. W. Weymouth.

Secretary —A. L. F. Pike.

Treasurer—W. W. Whltmarsh.
Medical Director—Hlal F. Bradbury.
Membership, Dec. 31, Ό7, 1691; membership, Dec. 31, '00, 1809. Deaths, 2f>.
Death assessments last year, 22. Funds
invested, $11,972 04.
Mrs. E. F. Smith entertained the
Merry Eight at dinner Wednesday even-

ing.

Sale that is looked for by many who
want a fresh, clean and large assortment oi goods,
well made, stylish and up-to-date Underwear to select from. We have used greater effort in selecting
the best values that can be obtained and made a
LARGER ASSORTMENT THAN EVER BEFORE.
This is

deep embroidery,
beading with ribbon, edged

trimmed with

Died.

rows

In Parle, Jan. 20, Henry E. Hammond, aged
80 years.
In South Parle, Jan. 24, Florence Ellen, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mre. John A. Haekell, aged 12
years.
In Bethel, Jan. 17, Mre. James Seavey.
In Canton, Jan. 10, Mise Mary A. Da'lley, aged
22 years.
In Rrownflcld, Jan. 20, infant son of Mr. and
Mrs. I. M. Llnecott.
In Denmark, Jan. 17, Mrs. C. E. Smith, aged
78 years.
In Lewlston, Jan. 17, Henry Perkins of Oxford, aged 67 years.
In Oxford, Jan. 20, Charles F. Smith, aged t-3

years.
In Canton, Jan. 20, Maurice H. Dallcy, aged
al<oiit 25 years.
In Canton, Jan. 18, Ansel G. Staples, aged 75
years.
In Norway, Jan. 25, Sebastlau S. Smith, a*ed
88 years, 11 months, 24 days.
In South Paris, Jan. 2H, Mrs. Eliza H. Moore,
aged 81 years
In Mexico, Jan. 18, Stanwood, eon of S. D.
Packard, aged 1 year.
In Ruinford Falls, Jan. 17, Mrs. Benjamin McDonald.
In Ox for I, Jan. 19, Erwln Lindsay, son of
W1 llam and Marcla Ronney, aged 3 years.
In Buckûeld, Jan. 21, Miss Eunice Burt, aged
54 years.
Γη I'arls, Jan. 27, Mrs. Su*an York, aged over
80 years.

Lewis I. Gilbert is confined to his
house with an injury received Wednesday
ruurning from a fall while delivering a
barrel of flour.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
The Ladies' Aid of the Baptist church I η the matter of
)
bave the following officers:
AUGUSTUS L. MITCHELL. 5 In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt.!
President—Mrs. Addle L. Cotton
Vice-President—Mrs. Amelia Parmenter.
To the Ηοκ. Ci.ak>:nck Hai.K, Judge of the Distrlct Court of the United States for the District
Secretary—Mrs. Retta Jackson.
Treasurer—Mrs Addle Lovejoy.
of Maine :
Work Commltte»—Mrs. Ella Merrill, Mrs.
a UGUSTUS L. MITCHELL, of Mexico. In
Maine,
Dora Tower and Winona Edwards.
(\. the County of Oxford, and State of that
on
District, resjiectfully represents
Knfus Rice, D. M. French and Jason In said
he
was
19"i7,
duly
the '.<th day of February,
rc
I'erry will commence the making of adjudged bankrupt underthe Acts of Congress
that he has duly eurren
50,000 one-gallon tin cans at Bethel the latlng to Bankruptcy;
all his property and rights of property,
first of the month. These cans will be dercd
ha·*
and
fully complied with all the requirements
ised in the next season's pack at the of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his
bankruptcy.
Norway factory.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
R C. Stephen L. Ethridge installed
from all
by the Court to have a full discharge
:he following officers of Uarry Rust Post, debta provable against his estate under said
S'o. 54, G. A. R., Tuesday evening, viz.: bankruptcy Acte, except such debts as are ex·1
cepted bv law from eucn discharge.
Com.—Columbus Richardson.
Dated this 22nd day of Jan., A. D. 1008.
8. V. C.—Charles S. l'enley.
AUGUSTUS L. MITCHELL, Bankrupt.
J. V. c.—S. L. Ethridge.
OIWER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΒΕΟΜ.
Adj.—S. H. Legrow.
District of Mains, es.
Q. M.—M. E. Kimball.
8.—W. O. Need ham.
On thls25th day of Jan.. A. D. 1908, on readChap.—W. F. Cox.
ing the foregoing petition. It le
Ο. I» —D. A. Jordan.
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing lie had
14th day of Feb., A. D.
J. F. Rowe.
O. G
upon the same on the
S. Major—U. W. Whlt-nan.
litOS, before sa'd Court at Portland, in said Disnotrict, at 10 o'clock In tho forenoon; and that
y. M. S.—W. S. Cordwcll.
be published In the Oxford DemoMrs. L. P. Swett visited friends in the tice thereof
and
said
in
District,
crat, a newspaper printed
In
pillage the last of the week.
that all known creditors, and other persons
Mr. W. C. Home g.ive a whist party at Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
the
cause, If any they have, why
lis restaurant on Deering Street Wed-, and show said
of
|>etitioner should not Ix· granted.
Refreshments were praver
lesday evening.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
credthe Clerk shall send by mail to all known
<erved.
order, adcopies of said petition andof this
Stephen B. Cummings, George I. itor*
residence a«
to them at their places
dressed
Milium in £8 and Judge W. F. Jones en- suited.
Witness the Hi*. Clakf.xce Hale, Judge of
joyed a fishing trip to Thompson Pond,
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
I».
Jxford, this week. They greatly enjoy- In
said District, on the 25th day of Jan., Α.
îd the outing, but little is said of the 1908.
JAMES E. HEWKY, Clerk.
3sh captured.
[L.8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
The Ladies' Circle of the Methodist
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
Society have the following officers:
President—Etta Noyé».
r.\CLAI»EI) DEPOSITS
1st Vice-President—Eliza Cobb.
IN THK
21 Vice-President—Mattle Flske.
Secretary—Helen I'lke.
Assistant Secretary— \gnes Bennett.
Treasurer—Florence Buswell.
SOUTH I'ARIS, MAINE.
Miss I. H. Whitcomb of Philadelphia
The following statement contains the name,
friends
and
relatives
amount
standing to his crelit, the last known
is visiting Norway
the
idarc of residence or post-ofllce addres» ami the
prior to her trip to Oconto, Wis., next fact
of <!calti, If known, of every depositor In the
has extensive iniummer where she
South Pari* Saving·· Bank, who ha* not ma<te a
thereof, or anv
terests.
deposit, or withdrawn any part for
a period of
thereon,
1 he use of the Tannery uronk warer part of the dividends
November 1,
more than 20 years next preceding
in the pipes of the Norway Water Co. 11*17. and Is nut known to the treasurer to be
m condition that the "mains are to be living.
dtished out * · · before water takers
ê
ire allowed to again use the water,"
as
1. u r:
* C >
OJ
U
is by many thought to be open to very
c
βu
Ici --ε
oê
sharp criticism. It seems to be a con50
sÎS
og-e
OS
® 2J5
fession on the part of the Norway board
δH
ε u
of health that the Tannery Brook water
<5
Z'XZ
is unfit for use.
Sophia and Geo.
...
105.01
Jan. 23,1883,
No.
Charles E. Freeman is confined to bis
Lapham,
while
home by an injury received
GEORGE M ATWOOD, Treasurer.
I
handling logs. One rolled on to hie foot.
The A. L. Sanborn »& Co. store has

a

ROBES, extra good muslin, square yoke
uf hamburg insertion and pin tucks,
hamburg ruffle around neck, 4 inch
hamburg cuffs headed with insertion,
$1.98
very pretty at
ROBES, Ions cloth, pointed yoke ο( «3
rows lace insertion, 5 rows embroidery,
yoke, neck and sleeves trimmed with
beading with 5 8 inch satin ribbon and

CORSET COVERS, fine muslin, front

Skirts.

$2.98
lace edge, only
CORSET COVERS, very soft muslin,
front trimmed with two rows lace insertion. one of hamburg and two of,
beading with ribbon, back trimmed <KIRTS, some with rutiles trimmed with

Short Skirts.

SKIRTS, good material», 13 inch flounce
with three rows lace

two
with
"»0e

lace front and back,
CORSET COVERS, soft muslin, front
has four rows Val. lace insertion and
four rows beading with ribbon, back
has two rowe lace insertion, two of
beading with ribbon, front and back
*>0c
trimmed with lace,

and

insertion

hemstitched tucks, edged witb lace,
98c
duet ruffle, only

with one of each, edged with lace, 98c
SKIRTS, pood cotton, 11 inch flounce CORSET COVERS extra fine Nainsook,
with hemstitched tucks, β inch hamfront trimmed with two rows fine Val
$1 25 ;
lace insertion, three rows beading with
burg rutile,
ribbon, one row insertion with two
20 inch flounce with three rows !

SKIRTS,

piu tucks and hemstitching, others oi

lawn, ruffles with lace insertion and
25c, 50c, 75c
hamburg edge,
«KIUTS, fancy embroidery ruffle with
hemstitching and lace edge, headed
98c
with hemstitched tucks,

rows beading with ribbon down lengtli
of front, with rutHe of wide Val. lace
on both sides, wide lace around neck.
a swell thing,
$14!)

of 2 inch lace, three clusters of babv
^1.40
tucks edged with deep lace,

SKIRTS, 17 inch flounce with 10 inch ;
fancy embroidered lawn ruffle headed
$1.98 !
with small tucks, duet ruffle,

with 4 inch lace to
with lace,

edged

match,

with

•$1.25

CORSET COVERS front trimmed with
deep lace and beading with ribbon,
back and armscye trimmed with lace,
25c
.....

only

lace,

lawn cutis

edged

with lace.
S7c

muslin, chemise style,
yoke of wide hamburg, wide drawn

ROBES, good

Corset Covers.

satin ribbon in neck and sleeves,

;HEMISES of good cotton, long cloth
and Nainsook in choice design, trimmed with lace and hamburg with

|

JUST

50c, 98c, $1.2">, $1.50, $2.49

ribbon,

Drawers.
I DRAWERS with "> inch ruffle, with tine
tucks and hemstitching, 25c, others
with lawn ruffles with lace insertion
50c
and edjje, headed by tucks,

!

good muslin, lace
burg trimmed, largo ruffles,
I )RA\VERS of long cloth, 7
I )RA\YERS,

i'Sc

| ROBES, square yoke of fancy embroid! ery and beading with ribbon, square
j neck trimmed with lace, sleeves with
*1.4!»
rutile and lace,

WE HAVE ONLY SPOKEN OF A VERY FEW

OF

lawn
tine muslin. 12 inch
tlounce with four clusters of tuck, two
rows lace insertion edged with lace,

Night Robes.

dust ruffle

#2.98

iKIRTS,

:

SKIRTS, fine materials, 22 inch flounce! ROBES, yoke of larce and small hem- j
with three clusters of 5 tucks each, 12
stitched tucks, ruttie around neck and j
inch flare, fancy hamburg ruffle, 12.49
50c ;
sleeves, V shape and high neck,
of two rows
with
4
ROBES,
trimmed
yoke
inch
flounce
empire
styles,
17
SKIRTS,
hamburg insertion, one row of beading
clusters pin tucks, two rows wide diawith ribbon, neck and sleeves trimmed
mond pattern lace insertion, edged

inch full
with baby
98o
.....

ruffle,

hamburg
tucks,

;

and ham75c

headed

TO GIVE YOU AX IDEA

THE GOOD VALUES WE HAVE IX THIS DEPARTMENT.

—

South Paris

Savings Bank,

w

Il

Sis

,oo_

AUCTION.
Stock, Household Goods
and Farming Tools.

Saturday,
At 9

o'clock,

at my home
Fore Street, Oxford.

Terms

ma·

for
are

FRED

ROWE.

PARK, Auctioneer.

piggl

are here in geat variety. All

the new Smart Shapes in
the best leathers are included in the assortment.
give

pleasure

many merits of the

explain
"QUEEN QUALITY" Shoes.

Prices $2.50 and $3.50.
J.

F. PLUMMER,

Furnisher,

WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF

Winter Footwear,
including Wool Boots, Socks, Leggins, Wool Slippers,

Wool Bals, Felt Shoes, All Kinds of Rubbers, in fact, we
would expect to find in a
carry a full line of everything you

FIRST

CLASS

SHOE

STORE,

and our prices are the lowest. Our store is open Monday
We
and Saturday evenings, closes other nights at 6:15.
have extra

help Saturday evenings.

Opera

House

Block, Norway,

Teleplione

1111-8.

Maine,

White Sale Price

ι

lot assorted 25c, White Sale Price

just received,
trimmings, $i.S7

ι

lot aborted 29c, White Sale Price

2ic.

Lot Fine Waists,

$4.00.

to

25c.

,i lot assorted 50c, White Sale Price

42c.

Drawers
ι
ι
ι

lot 30c, White Sale Price 25c.
lot 50c, White Sale Price 40c.
lot 87c, White Sale Price 75c.

ι
ι
ι

Short Skirts

lot 39c, White Sale Price 30c.
lot 42c, White Sale Price 35c.
lot 50c, White Sale Price 42c.

ι
ι
ι

Linens

Long

ι

lot Cream Damask 57c, White
Skirts
Sale Price 49c.
lot S9C, White Sale Price 75c. ι lot Cream Damask
79c, White
Sale Price 69c.
lot $1.00, White Sale Price 89c.
lot $1.50, White Sale Price $1.25 Silver Bleach Damask $1.00, White
Sale Price 89c.
lot $4.00, White Sale Price $3.50
Bleached Mercerized Damask 50c,
White Sale Price 4'c.
Cloths
Bleached Union Damask 50c, White
Sale Price 42c.
lot Mercerized 25c,
Damask
Bleached Linen
$1.00,
lot Linen 25c,
White Sale Price S9C.
White Sale Price 22c.
ι

Tray

ι
ι

New White Goods
A

finely

assorted

Ask to

see

Napkins

them.

Linen Finish Cotton

line of New

Novelties and Old Favorites at low

White Sale Price

prices.

This needs

only

12 I-2C.

to be

These

bargains

and many more,

we

Yours

pleased

shall be

be
than

to

seen

One lot White Goods, slightly
appreciated. Wears better
shopworn 25c, White Sale Price iSc. Linen and does not wrinkle so

badly

show you.

to

Sincerely,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK,

Pianos

NORWAY, MAINE.

Organs.

^

Large Stock of New Pianos

to

buy

Square pianos

other musical merchandise.

good

and

Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
for New Year's present. Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.

Nice instruments.
a

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,

98c Waists,

best of work and

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,

Telephone 106-3.

™

Corset Covers

Shirt Waists

These beautiful winter models will delight every
who observes the niceties of dress. It will
to you personally the
to
us

woman

Frothingham,

Feb. 8th.

"QUEEN QUALITY"
—~

^

begin Saturday the 18th inst. and close

THE NEW WINTER STYLES OF

5H0ES

price.

Our second January White Sale will

ι

Winter Models

values for this

White Sale!

79c.

S//o£·^* mw/if/V

exceptional

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE'S

All

rÀkMt/s

Kid Binder with dull leather top
plain Kid Polish for $2.00. These

Also

Soutti Paris.

Υ

^FAMOUS

Lady's

W. O.

■α

γ

a

$2.00.

Felt Shoes of All Kinds.

le known at time of sale.

FREE LUNCH SERVED AT NOON.

A. D.

I have

on

Sine jfooil cow*, two '.'-year-oM fancy Holeteln
heifers, four yearling liclferd. also 40 htne.
îhorse dump cart, farm wagon with polo an·!
i>liafti>, two ox dele, traverse horse lit 'β with
pile ami shafts, beach wagon, top buwry, hay
rake, punit, sleigh, harnesses, plow», harrows,
cultivator, •-■•horse mowing machine, horse rake,
chains, yokes hoes. Ice tools, etc.
Chair?, tallies an·! household goo<l* too numerA 1-J can Cooley creamer ami
ous to mention.

cane.

Ladies' Kid Boots for $2.00

Feb. 1, 1908,

seekp

j

was

of

Albert, tbe little son
Peloqain of Biddeford,

closed on foreclosure proceedings.
to do away been
will move from the store
and to place all | Mr. Sauborn
to a tenement of D. S. Sanbuilding
i
footon
a
soldiers
honorably discharged
born's on Lower Main Street.
ing where they will not feel that in their ; We underetandd that the telephone
the
are
last days they
dependent upon
are looking for new quarters in
charity of community for bread and company
the store occupied by A. L. Sanborn &
clothing.
This will make an ideal place for
It is no more than right that our ; Co.
national goverment, rich and powerful, "Central."
Mrs. A. J. Stearns, Mrs. II. L. Bartlett,
because these men in the hour of peril |
Mrs. E. S. Cotton, delegates, attendrisked their lives that the republic might ; and
this
! ed the Lewieton Federation of Clubs
not be destroyed and be a prey of the
week.
older nations, should honor and amply I
Mildred Bangs has accepted a position
'
provide for the nation's defenders, as in the Bethel
telephone office.
they pass on to the close of the earthly
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Damon of West
career.
Sumner have moved to Norway to make
The best guarantee of the future patheir home with their daughter, Mrs.
triotism and loyalty of rising generations,
is a generous provision for the patriots
The fifth annual calico ball under the
of the past as they pass on in their closauspice» of the Veranda Club will be
ing march to the great final review.
given at the Opera House, Feb. 14th.
It will be the affair of the season.
lion. W. T. Haines of Waterville made
hie friends a call recently in Norway.
The Evil of Liquor Circulars.
He was on a "little business trip" of hie
The South Paris Woman's Christian
own.
a hearty
has
Union
given
Temperance
The committee on music at the Uniendorsement to the following resoluversalist church are arranging an entertions recently passed by the W. C. T. U.
tainment in which H. F. Moulton of
of Bangor:
Portland will give bis lecture, IllustratWhereas, The liquor dealers of Boston
for the benefit of the Universalist
have again Hooded our city and state ed,
choir.
with circular letters inviting orders for
John Rice is sick at the home of hie
intoxicating liquors with enticing preMre. G. F. Stone, Main Street.
miums for Christmas, thus expending daughter,
Mrs. Moses P. Stiles ie in Dr. King's
of
assurance
in
dollars
the
of
thousands
at Portland, where she underreceiving it back many times over, there- hoepital
went a surgical operation one day last
fore
week. She is reported to be comfortaResolved, That as Christians, homeand doing well.
lovers and patriots we ought not to be ble,
silent in the face of this trespass, and
Sebastian S. Smith.
we protest against such use of the mails,
S. Smith died at the home
Sebastian
carrier
the
which heavily overburdens
of his eon, Howard D. Smith, at Norway,
decent
insults
recipient,
every
service,
He would have
forenoon.
irresistibly tempts the ignorant and Saturday
89 yeare old if hd had lived until
weak and unnecessarily panders to the been
the first day of February.
vicious, drains from our state thousands
Mr. Smith was the eon of Daniel Smith,
and thousands of dollars which rightly
and wae born in Norway village, but bebelong to home-comfort and legitimate fore be was ten years of age hie father
trade, degrades and diseases the people
a farm on Fore Street, in the
and throws a heavier charge upon all bought
northern part of Oxford, and moved to
taxpayers, and discredits the honest init, and here Sebastian S. Smith spent the
tention of the state of Maine.
rest, of his life until about three years
to
Resolved, That the people ought
when he came to Norway to live
be protected from such assaults by na- since,
with his son.
from
are
as
lotteries;
tional law
they
Mr. Smith has been a thrifty and
and as advertising always promotes
farmer, and much interested
prosperous
decreates
and
always
supply
trade,
In the daye
matters.
in all
mand, we believe the time has come when agricultural
Maine had a state board of agriwhen the Congress of the United States
be served a number of years as
should be appealed to, for a law forbid- culture,
the Oxford County member of the board.
ding the use of the mails to all liquor He wae also a truetee of the Oxford
advertising and leaving the pernicious
Society for several
traffic to be dealt with by the people County Agricultural
and wae alwaye greatly intereeted
yeare,
a
of
assistauce
the
without
powerful
in the eociety'e faire. He had eerved the
paid press and government distribution town of
Oxford ae eelectman, a total of
of its invitations.
eeventeen yeare at eeveral période,
Resolved, That praying God's blessing eome
and wae also collector of the town and
to speed the right, we will send a copy
treasurer of the town for several yeare.
of these resolutions to each of our conHe wae treaeurer of the State Grange
gressmen, and we appeal to all our for twelve
yeare, and the firet master of
churches, to all teachers of good morale,
Oxford Grange.
to all fraternal bodies of men or women,
In politics Mr. Smith was always a
to all lovers of humanity and to all good
Democrat. He was not affiliated with
citizens, to support this righteous measchurch, but bad been for a long time
ure and to lend it the aid of their voices, any
attendant at the Universa
their pens, their prayers and their votes. quite regular a
alist church, and supporter of its work.
He was a man of much force of character,
A HIGHER HEALTH LEVEL.
and a very intereeting man to meet.
One eon of Mr. Smith, the only child,
"I have reached a higher health level I
since I began using Dr. King's New eurvlvee, Howard D. Smith, who ban
Life Pills," writes Jacob Springer of been cashier of the Norway National
West Franklin, Maine. "They keep my Bank for a long time.
The funeral at 1 p. m. Monday ie atstomach, liver and bowels working just
the Norright." If these pills disappoint you on tended by Rev. 8. G. Davie of
trial, money will be refunded at F. A. way Universalist ohurcb, at the home ol
Shurtlefl & Co.'· drug atore. 25c.
I H. D. Smith.
The Sherwood bill
with this injustice,

"Ι,ί?»«ra%»°Sd'.Γΐ,Τ,'ΰ?.
attendee
at

city

stone

Pensions.
W. Κ. Kimball Post, G. A. R., Las

right and honorable, strictly temperate,
ard held the sincere respect and trust of
aH who knew him. He was affable and
and wherever he went made
frieuds. While not a member of any
church he has always been a supporter

NORWAY.

Destruction of Portland City Hall.

for

trade in musical instruments.

W. J".

$15, $35, $35. Stools,

Wiite for

catalog

of

Chairs and

playerpianos.

Here ia

WtLeeler,

BIlllTlgS Blooln,

SoutH Parle,

Maine.

Salit Elira,
Gasoline

Cylinder

Oil.

Spreaders,

Manure

Disk Harrows,

Sulky Plows.

General Line Farm Machinery.
A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.

HOMBMAKEBS COLUMN.

THE LARGE YIELD OP

Sweet
AND

—

Corn,

Correspondence on topic* of Interest to tholxUee
Usolicited. Address: EditorHomimakxbs'
Colcmm, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Paris, Me

—

Apples

Canned

No. 1.—Arithmograph.
that the farmers will receive large
Probably a
The child who wishes to be 1-2-3-4-5sums of money in payinent.
out in a 6-7-8 at school must turn his 8-6-4-7
large share of this will be paid
short time and there is no safer place to Id that direction very early. He must
it ont
keep it and oo better way to pay
and try to learn 5-2-3-4
in be studious
than by opening a checking account
than others and not 1-2-7-8-4-3 habits
of sloth.
means

No. 2*—Illustrated

Norway National Bank,

Diagonal.

NorwAji Me.

J^Thirty five years of successful
Will pay fair vice to depositors.

ser-

correspondence.

Take any sort of meat soup and add
half a can of stewed and well seasoned
tomatoes; strain and serve with croutons.

CHANDLER,

TOMATOES

Builders' Finish I
The pictured objects In this puzzle,
adapted from St. Nicholas, may be described by words as numbered In the

of any kln<l of Finish for Inslile or
Outside work, send In your order». Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
want

and Job Work.

Matched Hani Wood Floor Boards for sale.

Ε.

Sumner,

West

I have

Edison

Maine.

....

SOUTH PARIS,
Agont

First-class work done.

Specialty.

PORTER,

42tf

HILLS,

t-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
A spring of
commanding a fine view.
These buildpure water on premises.
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Tall on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South I^ris,
Maine.

Jeweler and Graduate

2

Moses P. Stiles,
Fire Insurance,

Real Estate,
and Loans.

Optician.

LowestPricesinOxfordCouRtY.
REMEMBER!
Morris Klain,

Norway,

Me.

Cau afford to ami will pay more for rage, rubber». aud metal thin any stranger that calls to
your house.
He paye front $5 to #9 per ton for Iron delivered to him here.
He buys folded newspapers.
He Is |>aylng for mixed rag*, 1 cent a pound.
Rubber* according to market.
Pays maiket
price for bran sacks.

MYRON H. WATSON,

Maine.

Piano Tuning and Fine Repairing.

Telephone 115-12.

TEACHER OF TROMBONE.

give

a

me

Refers to Charles D.

Stacy,

Boston.
SStf

Norway, Maine.

The Eastern Argus
For

1908

DAILY AND WEEKLY.

1803

1908

The Argus for over a century has endeavored to tell the news of the day in a
Its friends throughout the northern New Ëugland
concise readable manner.
States are thousands because of its fearless, agressive methods in placing before
its readers Democratic principles. If you would know what the Démocrate of the

Country and State

are

doing subscribe for the Argus.

The regular price for the Daily Argus is $0.00 per year, but we want the
people of the State to kuow how things politically look from an Argus standpoint,
therefore will send the Daily Argus for the next three months for 75 cents to all
new

subscribers.

The

Weekly Argus, INCLUDING

One copy, one year, $1.30 in advance.

ALMOST
AS
GOOD
AS
A

DAILY

NEWSPAPER.

Daily,

Argus Publishing Co.,

Eastern
99

TUE SATURDAY EDITION of the
Clubs of 5, $.">.00 in advauce.

Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
is

1. Λ sudden violent effort. 2. In like
4. A
3. To join together.
quick witty response. 5. To admit ami
agree to. (ί Relating to unrefined or
7. A short pointed poem.
raw sugar.
0. Weak and feeble. 10.
8. A novice
That part of anatomy which treats of
manner.

the boues.

No. 4.—Date Problem.
A date which is of peculiar interest
to many people is indicated by the answer to the following problem:
Subtract the first figure from Itself
plus nothing and It leaves the second
figure. Add the first figure to the second figure ami then subtract the sum
from itself and It leaves the third figNext subtract the first figure
ure.
from the second figure and the remainder gives the fourth figure required to
form the date.

No. 5.—Linkade.
(Two word·» from ont·, as moth, her, from
mother.)
I used to two to one the stars,
But never once succeeded.
And. us the lack of time debars.
Now think such ONE not needed.
But now and then we two to one
The people who are living
In our broud total, yet when done
The true one never giving.

NORWAY, MAINE,

AloToott Block.,

It will pay you to

capitals:

Come in and hear them.

FOR SALE.

call.

the names of two well known state

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Paris village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

MANAGER.

Norway,

No. 3.—Double Acrostic.

Horn.

Improved

Latest

TOMATO TOAST.

Stew down a can of tomatoes till thick,
When these are rightly guessed
cut.
with a tablespoonful of chopped onion,
in
prop- a
aud written oue below another
tablecpoonful of chopped parsley, salt,
er order the diagonal, beginning at the and
pepper; when the juice is somewhat
with .lbsorbed
upper left hand letter and ending
pour over slices of buttered
the lower right hand letter, will spell toast, and serve at once. Do not strain.
a word often used nowadays.
(Words of uuequal length.)
Primais aud finals downward spell

—

Desirable Residence for Sale,

EDWARD C. BEAN,

a can

TOMATO

SOUTH PARIS.

Hebron, Maine.

a

stock of the

Phonographs

W. A.

for

Wayside Laundry,

Family Washings

a

WITH THE

—

W. A. Porter,
Is

just received

new

CHANDLER,

ΛΥ.

GRATIN.

of tomatoes, add salt ami
and a teaspoonful of minced
onion; put them into a deep baking-dish
in layers with soft bread crumbs, and
put bits of butter on these; repeat till
the dish is full, with crumbs on top, and
bake till brown.

Take

Also Window & Door Frames.

Planing, Sawing

AU

pepper

1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOW8 of any
81ze or Style at reasonable prices.

If In

SOUP.

STOCK TOMATO

LYMAN W. SMITH CO.

E. W.

keepers are reduced to alternating canned oorn and tomatoes with parsnips
and cabbage, and tinned peaches and
apricots adorn the luncheon table with
their monotony, then, indeed, the return
of spring seems the one thing for which
Is there anything in life more
we long.
tiresome, more hopeless, than tinned
things in their natural state?
But why not have them served in
different ways? Tomatoes can be treated
in several ways. For one, they can, of
course, be made into cream soup.

BISQUE
Put half a can of tomatoes on to stew
with a good slice of oniou, a teaspoonful
of salt, a little pepper, and, If you have
it, a sprig or two of parsley, or a bay
leaf. When they are soft and smooth
rub all through a fine sieve and add a
saltspoonful of soda, and when the foaming stops put in tiny bits of butter till
you havs used a large tablespoonful;
thicken a quart of milk with a level
tablespoonful of cornstarch dissolved in
a little of the cold milk, and cook till
smooth—about ten minutes in the double
boiler; then pour the milk into the tomatoes and serve at once.

At Canton, Maine.
cash value for the same, f. o. b. cars
We solicit your
Canton, Maine.

3-7

When winter is at its height and house-

TOMATO

There
The check serves as a receipt.
is no danger of loss by fire or theft. You
correct
change.
the
can always make
You can always obtain cash at the bank.
There is nothing complicated or hard to
understand in keeping a bank account.
When you receive your checks for apples
and sweet corn, call io and let us convince you that it is for your interest and
to open an account with us.

profit

Bark Wanted.

Vegetables.

Frnlts and

a

Time does not halt in his advance
When any one commences.
And births and death and emlgrunts
Play havoc· with our census.

It matters not how many sheets
With figures we encumber.
Time, stepping In. our aim defeats—
We're a.s the stars for number.
No. 6.—Double Beheadings.
1. Doubly U'lu'sul worship uud have
a mass of metal.
2. Doubly behead uiost uncommon
and have repose.
3. Doubly behead instructs and have

suffers pain.
4 Doubly behead forever and have
tendencies of action.
5. Doubly behead to go forth or away
and have a portion.
6. Doubly behead to evade and have
a kind of outer garment.

Key to the Purzler.
No. 374.—Triple Acrostic: Initials—
Santa. Second row—Claus. Last row—
Holly. Across—1. Scorch. 2. Albino.
3. Narwal. 4. Tunnel. 5. Asburv.
No. 375.—Noted Writers: 1. F. Marlon Crawford. L'. Amelia E. Barr. 3.
Robert
4.
Harrison.
Mrs. Burton
Browning. 5. Alfred Tennyson. G.
Mrs. Humphry Ward. 7. Ralph Waldo Emersou. K. Robert Louis Stevenson

No. 370.—Hourglass: Ceutrals—I'aris.
3. R. 4.
Across—1. Apple. 2. Car.
Aid. 5. Rests.
No. 377.—Concealed Central Acrostic:
Holidays. 1. Aches. 2. Alone. 3. Solar. 4. Thigh. ."·. Order. t>. Train. 7.

AND

TOAST

FRENCH

EGOS.

Make the toast as above and set the
dish in the oven. Have ready a saucepan of water which is boiling very fast;
salt this, and drop from a cup, one at a
time, several eggs, directly in the middle
of the water, which should rise in a point
η the middle; with a stick stir the
>vater all around the edges of the dish to
keep the egg in the middle; it will
>oach into a round white ball; take it up
md lay it on the toast, and prepare an>ther in the same way; when all are on,
«prinkle chopped parsley over the whole.
The eggs can be made brown by using
fat in place of water.
TOMATOES

AND

CORN.

Temperance.
ago," raid a uleaman
trade, "four-filth· of the

,'f

Drummer* and

"Twenty

In the metal·
men
were

who

were on

drinking

the road in my line
To-day four-flftha

men.

of them are—not.
"I remember that the day I was taken
on by onr concern I met the highest
salaried saieaman » in the trade, a man
who oonld have taken hi· choice of employer·. I was babbling over with
pride and satisfaotion. I blurted out
the story of my luck. He congratulated
me and asked me to drink with him, by
way of oelebratlng, and when I thanked
him and told him I didn't drink he
seemed half amused and half sympathetic.
"
'Don't drink, eh?' he repeated.
'You'll never be able to aell gooda if you
don't drink.'
"I didn't believe It then, any more
than I believe it now, and, aa it turned
out, the poor fellow himself was on the

J
:

of flour and as much butter; add salt
and pepper to taste, and cook the pease
in it till the whole ie thick; add just a
teaspoonful of sugar, stir up, and eerve
on rounds of buttered toast, or plain.
PEASE

IN

CRUSTS.

Cut out some rounds of bread three
inches thick, using a baking-powder can.
From these cut little rings, using some
smaller cutter; drop them into a pan
containing a cup of milk seasoned with
salt and pepper, and turn over once;
drain, and drop one at a time into deep
fat, and cook golden brown; put them
(
on
paper in the oven to dry; make the
<
creamed
pease as above, and heap these
«
shells.
PEASE

AND

SALMON.

An excellent dish is made by mixing
pease with mayonnaise and serving with
<
cold
salmon, or salmon croquettes.
STRING-BEAN

SALAD.

Miniature
ρ
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Ο
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No. 380.—Syncopation : Beets, bets.
Christmas Presents: Εχ·
No. 381.
press, bank, drum. gun. candy, bicynuts, oranges, popcorn,
cle. books,
trumpet and knife.
—

f
salads.
several

,CELERY

OR

CABBAGE

SALAD

WITII

PIMENTOES.

Shred either celery or cabbage, and
1mix with mayonnaise; pile lightly on a
dish, put halved English walnuts over,
and around the edge put strips of piI
Serve very cold.
mentoes.
All vegetables are to be taken from
the cans and left exposed to the air for
an hour before using them; they must
never be left in tin, even for a few
,
AU stewed vegetables—tomaminutes.
ι
toes,
pease, and corn—need a bit of
<
onion cooked with them to bring out the
1
flavor.

;

CAN1ÎED PEACHES.

'I'm also an author. Don't I come
in on the author's discount?'
"
'Yes, sir, you get the author's dis-

Papers One Year lor $2.25.

"Do you imagine it possible for a
the eye of a needle?"
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat, camel to go through
"Oh, I wouldn't be surprised. Ton
South Paris, Maine.
how large my wife is?"
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW- know
"Yes?"
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
"Well, she goes through my pockets
bring you a free sample copy.

Ipie tin with a lower crust only of rich
Ipastry ; bake till tender, and serve fresh.
PEACHES

AND

RICE BAVARIAN.

Cook a cup of rice in milk, with half a
1
of salt; dissolve a tableteaspoonful
spoonful of gelatine in cold water, and
regularly."
then over steam; beat this into the rice
Cocaine which dulls the nerves never ,while hot, with a small cup of sugar;
(
and add a small cup of whipped
yet cured Nasal Catarrh. The heavy cool,

in the forehead, tbe stuffed up cream,
,
and put into a mould. Drain
sensation and the watery discharge from (can of poaches, and put them into

feeling

The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry Building. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. It is located in the
heart of tho city and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
It uses Paroid because it
uses Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses, etc.
finds nothing its equal.
for
barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, wareParoid is the ideal roofing
houses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is per·
manent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,

contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good foryou. Write for free sample
of Paroid ana see what it is. Also ask lor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
Seed a i rr' «ump foe book of w-to-daM poultry sad taras building ptaask

S. P. MAXIM &. SON,

Agents, South Paris, He,

a

a

,
eyes and nose, along with all the other thick
sugar syrup on the fire for one
miseries attending the disease, are put minute's
,
simmering; there must be only
Balm.
Smell
Cream
rout
to
by Ely's
,
syrup for the peaches to absorb;
enough
and taste are restored, breathing is made cool,
<
and surround the rice with these,
normal. Until you try this remedy, you and
s
serve with cream, or as they are.
can form no idea of tbe good it will do
PEACH SALAD.
I· applied directly to the sore
yon.
Hailed by
Drain the peaches and wipe each one
spot. AU druggists, 50c.
(
Ely Bros., 5β Warren Street, New York. dry.
Arrange on white lettuce, and put
a little mayonnaise in the heart of eaoh
man
The lank, long-haired young
(
add a little whipped cream to this,
one;
looked dreamily at the charming girl on if
j you have it.
whom he was endeavoring to make a
PINEAPPLE PUDDING.
favorable impression.
Make a quart of boiled custard; dis"Did you ever long for death?" he
half a box of gelatine in a little
ι
solve
asked, in a low and moving tone.
"Whose?" inquired the charming but ccold water; add the hot custard and
(flavor with the juiee from a can of sliced
practical young person.
pineapple, sweetening more if necessary
DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION, by boiling this with a little sugar; put
The person who disturbed the congre- 'into a mould on ioe; when firm turn out
a flat dish and surround with the
t
gation last Sunday by continually oough- on
of pineapple, whioh have been
■
slices
ing is requested to buy a bottle of
with more sngar till they are
*
all simmered
and Tax. For (ale

ί

Foley's Honey

druggist».

bj

ι
and sweet,—Harper· Bazar.
rloh

1906.

31,

with v/hich I was

greatly

afflicted be-

in United States

and then went to the door to call Malacbl. the boy whom she employed to do
chores.
"Malachi. Malachl!" she called out,
but Malachl did not appear, so she
went out to look for him. Behind the
stable on the side hill she found him
covered with tar aud beating a lire
"Malachl, what Is all this?" she de-

"

ven-

talking.—Ex.

Qot What He

Called For.

manded.
^es, ma am—you see, ma'am—Ο
Lord, miss, I've set Are to the tar," he
walled. "You see. miss, I was gettln'
ready for the man to fix the roof, an* I
opened the barrel of tar. an' It
wouldn't run. so I thought, you see
I thought I'd melt
ma am.

Ι
I

I

I

I
il

I

I
I
I

lt-ves'

ma'am."

"Well, Maiachl, you're

nn

idiot,

what you are, and I never want
your face again. You've melted
right, and I'll have to buy more

I $8 a barrel."

that's
to see
It all
tar at

Maiachl was discharged, and the
man who applied to put on a new roof
was installed In his place.
"Clean up the place." said Florence
when asked what he should do until
more tar arrived for the roof,
Floreuce started for town and so
missed the call that the girls paid.
She was hack the next morning, however, to see her new man started on
his work.

j "Get
I and

of that fertilizer. Joseph,
me. This bed Is in very
I poor condition and will never yield
I anything uuless we work on it"
Joseph stared in blank amazement.
I "Fertilizer, ma'am," be said. "Is it
I that pile of rotten stuff that was lyin'
I out yonder what you're speakln' of?"
I "Yes. yes!" answered Florence.
I "Right there at the side door."
"Well. I'm after dumpin' It in the
brook, ma'ain," he announced. "You
I told me to clean up the place, and I
I done It, ma'am, to the best of my abllI lty." And he straightened up his someI what bent shoulders as If to emphasize
his brilliant stroke of work.
It was too much added to the loss of
the barrel of tar, and Florence sat
some

bring It to

(Philadelphia Record.)
A tail, lank, sallow individual entered
a Girard Avenue restaurant a day or two
ago, laid his broad rimmed sombrero on
the chair beside him, and in answer to
the waiter's query as to what he would
have, said fiercely: "Fried rattlesnake."
The waiter, not at all abashed, went to
the hole in the wall and roared: "Fried
rattlesnake!" Back from the depths
came the answer, "Fried rattlesnake!"
The man with the sombrero looked surprised, but waited. The cook below,
evidently alive to the situation, skinned
an eel, fried it, and sent it aloft, roaring
out again: "Fried rattlesnake!" to which
the waiter responded iu the same words,
dumbas he took the dish from the
waiter. When the viand was set before I
him the tall person arose, put on hie hat,
I
walked to the cashier's desk, paid hie
I
bill, and went out without touching the
dish. "One on him," said the waiter. I
I
I'll eat die snake meself."

I

I
I

I
I

down ou the damp cellar floor and
cried, but not for long. She soon dried

the tears on her old apron and vented
her bitter anger on the head of Joseph.
He stood for a moment listening, then
turned and went out, muttering:
"I thought It was a lady, but I
might of knowed diggin' in the dirt
And Joseph
never made a lady yet."
was a thing of the past.
Florence sat upon the stone wall to
think it over. Eight dollars for the tar
of yesterday, $12 for the fertilizer of

"How do you mean?" she demanded. I eral store about to deliver the barrel
"Well, you might say something like of tar. She Jumped down from the
this: 'Dear Ned: Since using your shirts I fence and hurried to the gate which
"
and collars I'm a new woman.'
I led to the old stable.
what are you doj "Why, Mr. Rivers,
DANGER.
AN INSIDIOUS
I lng? Driving the express wagon?" she
One of the worst features of kidney I exclaimed as she recognized In the
trouble is that it is an insidious disease I driver one of Goshen's leading young
and before the victim realizes hie danger
Take I men.
he may have a fatal malady.
"Hello. Flo!" he cried as he tied the
Foley's Kidney Cure at the first sign of
"It's me,
trouble as it corrects irregularities and I old horse to the gatepost.
prevents Bright's disease and diabetes. I all right. Just loafing around for α
Sold by all druggists.
I few days finishing up a business trip.
I
I)ad said you ordered this tar from the
"Don't you think Miss Jawkins has
I store, and I said I'd deliver it and kill
epeaking eyes?"
I was com"I'm sure I don't know," replied the I two birds with one throw.
to see the wonderful mush·
young lady. "If she bad, her mouth I lng up
wouldn't give them a chance to be ! rooms anyway before I left. Call your
heard."
I man to help me unload the barrel, will

Select those of medium size, not the
RE ,
ANNOUNCEMENT
SPECIAL
very largest; drain them, and make a
not
,
GARDING THE NATIONAL PURE now
juice of sugar and water, of whatI
<
thickness you wish; put in the HOW TO AVOID APPENDICITIS.
ever
time for a daily newspaper you may ne kept in close touch
FOOD AND DRUG LAW.
Most victims of appendicitis are those !
and let them stand till needed.
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
peaches,
tha·
announce
to
J
We are pleased
This seems extravagant, but the juice in who are habitually constipated. Orino I
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds the
1
cans is not as good as fresh syrup, Laxative Fruit Syrup cures chronic con- I
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyou can secure it with and
tbe
affected
is
not
by
lung troubles
liver and I
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat, National Pure Food and Drug law as it and the latter gives the touch of home· stipation by stimulating the
1
mado
flavor. Serve these as they are, or bowels and restores the natural action I
contains no opiates or other harmful
of the bowels. Orino Laxative Fruit I
1
add
whipped cream.
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe
Syrup does not nauseate or gripe and is I
Sold
adulta.
and
for
children
TABT.
PEACH
remedy
mild and pleasant to take. Refuse suball
I
a
druggists.
by
Drain the peaches and put them into
stitutes. Sold by all druggists.
a

Steep Falls, Me., July

"I have used the true 'L. F.' Bitters
for constipation and dizziness and received much benefit from them, being
almost entirely cured from dizziness,

8,125,716 Rheumatics

today. Ideas were not always pracjmay.mnaiee.
I tlcal, and ideals did not materialize as
part?"
Mayor. 8. Epsom.
"She said I didn't love her no more." they might. Fight as she would against
PIMENTOES.
No. 378.—Two Islands: Sandalwood
the tears would come again.
I
Pimentoes are sweet red peppers with"See here, Bess," said Ned to bis man- them,
.slaml. Java.
out sharpness, and are an excellent ac- nish sister. "I don't mind your wear- I The sound of wheels on the road near
No. 379.—Double Diagonal:
companiment of stewed chicken aud rice; ing my things, but you might at least at hand roused Florence. She turned
;they are also very useful in making give me a testimonial letter."
to see the express wagon from the gen-

guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have

Tribune, which is

ί |1

Stopped his
Dizziness

good"0"8

Drain a can of yellow wax-beans and
wash in ice water until crisp; dry, lay on
Justified.
lettuce, garnish with hard-boiled eggs,
"You are charged with having knockand cover with mayonnaise.
Or, use
beans, eggs, and lettuce, with ed your wife down, blacking both her
(
green
]Frecch dressing.
eyes and loosening two of her teeth;
have you anything to say for yourseli?"
ASPARAGUS SALAD.
"She had itcomin' to her, yer honor."
on
it
and
Drain the asparagus
ice;
put
"What did she do or say tbat could in
or
French
serve with either
dressing
any way justify such treatment on your

J

!.*Copyr1eht·

ed forth both bauds.
"Will you take me, Dick?" she kuI«J
as her two bands met bis.
"Take you, darliug!" and be drew
ber close within bis arms. "But you
"
said 'No.'
"But I didn't mean It," she whispered as she nestled close to bis neck.

ÎoL
LTh ^,00·

The Only Perfect Couple.
She was a widow and her second

heaping tablespoonful

a

j

1007· by p. C. Eaetment,

raising mushrooms, for

J?»1'8,

Get a can of corn and put it through
the meatchopper; or get the grated corn. ture was a widower. He was a gentle
Add two beaten eggs, a teaspoonful each soul and hadn't much to say in response
of batter and salt, a dash of pepper, a when his wife had a great deal to remind
level teaspoonfnl of sugar, a tablespoon- him of, especially when she compared
ful of milk, and enough flour to make it him with her former, but when he did
possible to handle; drop into deep fat speak it counted. One night he went to
from a spoon, and fry brown; drain on sleep while she was telling him the old,
She followed him shortly.
paper. Or, add a little more milk to old story.
make a batter, and fry like griddle-cakes. Along in the middle of the night she was
awakened by his uneasy turning.
BAKED CORN.
"John," she said, "are you awake?"
season
and
of
Get a can
"Yes, Susan," he replied softly.
gratec^corn
ywell; add a beaten egg and half a cup of
"What's the matter?"
milk, and bake, with crumbs and butter
"0, nothing, Susan; I was just thinkon top.
ing if your first had married my first
they would have been the only perfect
PEASE, CREAMED.
couple on earth."
Drain and wash a can of pease. Make
Then he went to sleep again—while
some white sauce with a cup of milk
she was

thickened with

Farm^> vfruM

Mushroom

os

Instance."
Dick's knee slipped through It Is grip,
and he stood beside tbe girl.
"What do you mean. Flo?" lie de
manded. "Can you forego the Idea!
and take me after nil?" and he stretch-

For Rent.

count.'

OYSTERS.

[

Φ

bopelees

■ο

fore I used the Bitters."
Tlie girls were holding an indignation
F. L. Strout.
meeting. Clara Carruthere was curled
Beed
np on the window ledge, Myrtle
"Didn't mean It!" be cried, lookiug
People who use "L. F." Atwood's
hnd stretched herself comfortably on down at tbe radiant face. "Well, but Dittcrs regularly, never suffer the sickthe lounge, Mary Sands was perched you said it, and bow was I to know? nesses that comc from a deranged sysof your
on the side of a table swinging her You told me you bad Ideas
tem.
Stomach, liver and bowels and
aud
an Ideal besides, so I got out
own
other
or
three
while
two
girls
feet,
are kept in a condition of perfect
blood
to give tbe other fellow a deceut
«ere comfortably seated in armchairs
healthfulness by this useful medicine.
chance."
Heed was reading the Goshen
Myrtle
I
was right.
she
that
me
such
convince
"Men
are
creatures,"
to
They are the standard family remedy.
stupid
way
the principal local paper.
All at once he began to go to pieces, and Leader,
"I didn't think you'd At your dealers, 35c.
assured him.
Here
it
to
be
ought
stopped.
"Girls,
within a couple of years none of his old
take 'no' for an answer, and my Ideas
employers would have paid him $10 a she Is advertising for a man to fix the were to be hnppy In a home with you,
been
have
root of that old stable. Yesterday she
week. Fact is, he wouldn't
and you, Dlok-ob, you old dear—you
worth $2 to anybody.
wanted a man to fix the furnace, and
are my Ideal!"
a
merchant
was
up the
"Then again, there
before It was a boy she wantday
Offices or small store to rent in the
The strains of tbe wedding march
here in Westwood, a drinking man him- ed to wuter the mushroom beds. Her
self, who bought pretty heavy bills., and family are poor enough without en- sung in several different keys by un- Davis Block, South Paris.
whom we salesmen were all after.
trained voices reached them# and they
Florence Weiss in any more
Inquire at
Some of the boys used to take him out to couraging
were confronted with the girls, who.
South Paris Savings Bank.
the saloon, and fish for his trade in all of her foolish fads. Why doesn't she
failed in their mission the day si tf
having
such ways. I didn't. But after a year marry, J18 the rest of us have doue?"
to meet with l>et
had
returned
before,
or two I noticed that he was buying
iVhut 1 "sked Jack the other
ter results.
ni
more than nine-tenths of his goods from night,
But
chimed In Mary Sands.
a
On the wedding day among the presme, and one day I brought it up in
she says she hates the men and wants
joking way. 'How about it, Mr. Lar- to raise mushrooms and make a tor- ents arrived a barrel of tar labeled
kin?' said I.
"Stick to It." Dick suspected IiIj paterIIer ffr«ndmother
°Wa
"
'Well, Jack, I'll tell you,' the old
nal parent, while Florence hats always
-rou know, and that is
fellow said. 'I'm willing to go out and
*f .her.
attributed it to Malacbi. It stands in
drink with a drummer. I'd probably what she invested in the mushroom the
yard of "Mushroom Farm." th«
Can All Be Cured by Urlc-O.
drink anyway. Bat when I do business
title of their country place, so called
I want to deal with a sober man.' "—
"Let's go down in a body and apply
If Rheumatism continues to spread as it lia» in
bis
asserts
that
Dick
hopes
because
Touth's Companion.
for the Job," suggested Clara, "it ia
the peat few years, it would seem as though we
In a night.
81,(1 the Walk WiI1 do 08 sprang up
would before long become a nation of cripple*.
Mark Twain's Discounts.
The terrible destructlveness of this disease Is
(Washington Poet.)
One Way to Get Food.
appartint on every side of us. -Almost nine out
In the meantime Florence Wetss was
"Mark Twain is the moat interesting
Four young fellows left KImberley of ten of the cripples one meets hail their ailllcthe door of the old stable.
unlocfclng
How many
character in American literature to-day,
at diamond digging tlon brought on by Rheumatism.
Dressed in a short walking skirt and to try their luck
and has made more money out of it than
South Africa, but thousands more there are that arc hopelessly
near Christiana,
tam-o'with
an
old
scarlet
sweater,
and whom we uever see. Rheumatism,
any other author," said A. S. Swan son,
unfortunate. All but their bed-rlden
were
from the very nature of the disease, can never
representative of one of the great pub- shanter on her golden hair, she made a last very
in
been
buysbilliug
having
spent
cure Itself and If ncglected Is bound to grow
lishing houses. "He lives just around picture most unfarmer-like. Her blue
the corner from our place and so we see eyes sparkled with anticipation as she ing mealie meal, ways aud meaus bad worse rather than better. If you ever have any
larder.
the
to
fouud
replenish
him very often. He ie never so happy entered the cellar of the stable to view to be
twinges of Rheumatism, go to the druggist and
considerable discussion and won- get a bottle of Urlc-O, the wonderful new Rheuas when telling a story, and is often seen her
precious mushrooms. Florence had After
doing so in a group of congenial spirits. Ideas and Ideals, and she meant to live der as to where their next food was matic Specific. It will cure you and It U the only
He was telling me that recently he went
a bright Idea struck one treatment in the world that will cure you permato both. If the family expected her coming from,
It· diinto the sales department of our house, up
of
who,
stalking out of the tent nently and thorough! .Urlc-O cures by
them,
their
to
purse
replete
and being attracted by a particular book to marry just
rect action on tUe muscles, blood and kidneys.
It
to
me."
leave
"All
mates,
said.
right,
they would be sadly disappoints. Woasked the price.
It seeks out the poisonous Uric and Rheumatic
"
Proceeding to the camp store, be asked
men were born fer nobler things, she
'Four dollars," said the clerk.
Acid and drives It from the system and It is only
In
acid.
"
of
diamond
small
bottle
a
for
a treatment of such a nature that will ever cure
'Well, now,' said Mr. Clemens, Ί am argus, and she would go forth and
Don't I get a dis- make money with her own hands and which the digger cleans his dhmouds Rheumatism. Liniments and placiers only serve
a newspaper writer.
them.
of impurities before selling
count for that?'
to drive It from one *pot to another. They never
brains and not tie herself to any man
"
'Certainly,' replied the obliging
"Yes," said the owner, "but surely cure Rheumatism, bccauee It Is primarily a blood
She knelt down by the side of one
clerk.
disease, and until the blood Is cleared from the
of the beds and with a spoon cut off a you want some stores?"
"
Ί am also a magazine writer. Do I
take place.
"Well. 1 do." said the starving one. poison a cure cannot
mushroom sprung up overnight.
tiny
off
for
that.'
You can test Urlc-O free of charge If you wish.
get" something
in another "but I intended sending you an order
the
examined
spawn
a
disthe
said
and semi It to the
advertisement
clerk, 'you get
'Yes,'
Just cut out this
?
!"oeil,
felt the temperature of a third perhaps tomorrow."
Ν. V.,
count for that.'

"
Stew down half a can of tomatoes
'In addition,' said Mr. Clemens, Ί
Does
with onion and parsley; strain them and am a stockholder in this house.
put in layers with grated corn, also well- that entitle me to something off?'
"
seasoned, in a baking-dish, with crumbs
'Yes, sir,' the clerk returned.
"
and butter on top, and bake brown. Be
'Now,' continued Mr. Clemens, Ί
careful not to mix the layers.
would like to state that I am Samuel
Clemens. Does that fact entitle me to
CORN SOUP.
another rakeoff?'
"
Take half a can of corn and stew it
'It does,' said the clerk after a mowith a slice of onion. Add salt and ment's hesitation.
a
in
moment
a
for
and
simmer
"
pepper,
'That's good,' replied the author;
quart of slightly thickened milk; strain, 'now how much do I owe you?'
"
and serve. A few kernels of
large
'We owe you 80 cents,' said the
popped corn are pretty iloating on top clerk."
of this soup.

CORN

fjmi

φ

The

Tear·

you ?"

"Oh, Dick—Mr. Rivers, I mean. I
Haven't any man, nor any boy, nor any
mushrooms.
Yes, I've been crying,"
she added, as he glanced sharply at
the somewhat wet checks. "You see,"
she went on, "I've had bad luck with

my farming."
They wandered Instinctively toward
I the wall. Dick took out his pipe and
He—I suppose you visited all the I began to light It.
"Didn't your Idea work out?" he said,
points of interest while you were
abroad?
I with line Impersonal Interest
She—No. We were so busy address- I "Not
very well," sho admitted. "The
ing post cards to our friends that we I idea is all right, but skilled labor is
hadn't time to do much sightseeing.
I hard to get, and after all I'm only a
I woman."
A CARD.
This is to certify tbat all drnggiets are ι "What about the Ideals?" suggested
authorized to refund your money if I Dick as he pu (Ted away. "Seems to
Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your I me you told me that you had ideal·
cough or cold. It stops the cough, heals I as well as ideas."
the longs and prevents serious results
"Oh. I still have them—in my mind,
from a cold. Cures la grippe, coughs I of course, but they are so hard to find
and prevents pneumonia and consump- I In real life."
The gention. Contains no opiates.
Dick crossed bis legs and hugged the
uine is in a yellow package. Refase subI uppermost knee. Ile was not looking
stitutes. For sale by all druggists.
I at Florence, but straight ahead, across
Mr. Softwood (embarrassed)—"Gra- I the fields which lay before them. It
cious! I just heard some one sneeze I was one of those beautiful winter days
under the sofa."
I which apparently had nothing but
I
Miss Rose—"Yes, it's Tommy.
I warmth of sua and breadth of blue ik)
sprinkled some snuff to oatch him."
I to offer.
"It's Just a year ago today," he musSIMPLE REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE.
ed aloud, yet as if talking to himself.
La Grippe coughs are dangerous as
A man In love
"A
ago today.
they frequently develop into pneumonia. I and year
a girl with Ideals.
Couldn't make
Foley's Honey and Tar not only stops
the cough but heals and strengthens tne It go. Such a team couldn't pull tolungs so that no serious results need be gether in harness. Twelve months
feared. The genuine Foley's Honey and finds the man still in love and the girl
Tar contains no harmful drugs and Is in clinging to her Ideals. Hopeless case,
a
package. Refuse substitute·. eh, don't you think?"

j

j

j

yellow

Sold by all druggist·.

"Oh, I don't know Γ ilgbed Flo. "Nft

WHEN IN NORWAY

Surprise the Children.
Take home a box of our
Your
delicious candies.
wife likes

HOME MADE CANDY
just

used

now as she
you and she
sweethearts.

much

as

were

to when

Fletolier,

J. H.

Norway, Me.

Confectioner,

Opp. Birr» Houeo.

HEADACHES.
MORE HEADACHES COME FROM
EYE TROUBLES THAN FROM
ANY OTHER CAUSE.
Many people gutter intense pains
when they could be entirely relieved by

Proper Glasses, f
We have hundreds of cases that
us out in this statement.

V

bear

We Fit Glasses That Relieve the Strain,

RICHARDS,

S.

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST. 2
PARIS, MAINE.

SOUTH

ooooooo^xmxk>oo«ooo«ooc^

Smith Drug Co., •Je.'i Smith Bldg., Syracuse,
"Never put off till tomorrow what
together with your name and the name of your
the
STATE OF MAINE.
was
shopkeep- druggist. They will give you an order on him
you can do today,"
er's response. "Make your order out for a 75-ccut bottle free, which you can test and COUNTY OF OXFORD, 8».
To the Honorable Ju.tlce of the Supreme Ju l!·
and pay when you come up to sell try to your own satisfaction.
clal Court next to he hol'len at Pari» within
Urlc-O Is sold and personally recommended In
your diamonds."
anil for the said County of Oxford on tl.o
second Tuesday of March, A. I>. 1908:
The miner acquiesced, and there was South Paris by F. A. Shurtlcff Λ Co, South
45
Respectfully Represents, K'lwln G. Dudley f
great rejoicings In those poor beggars' Paris, Me.
Hebron, In said County and .State, that he was
tent when the wagon delivered that
lawfully married to Ina M. Dudley, then Ina M.
YEARS'
βο
storethe
that
.Ionian, at «aid Hebron, on the ilftli day of April,
It Is evident
order.
Λ. D. 11102, by Rev. Lewie H Clark, a mlnUt· r
EXPERIENCE
keeper thought the party had found
of tbe Gospel; tint they lived l0|ilhii aa hu.··
band and wife at Hehron, aforesaid, from n.
some diamonds, or what use could
date of their said marriage until the twenty dlfth
have been tbe acid! After this luck
that your libellai.!
day of October, A. D.
ha» always conducted himself a» a true an I
changed, aud the account was paid, the
husband toward the raid Ina M. Du I.··
faithful
storekeeper Joining heartily In the
but that she, the said Ina M. Dudley, on the sal I
®5th day of October, 1U03, utterly deserted yo r
laugh at how he had been done for the
Ibellmt, without cause, and that said utter de
time being.—London Scraps.
Hcrtlon has continued since that date l>elng own
Designs
than three consecutive years next prior to tr··
Copyrights Ac.
flllngof this libel for divorce; That the r··»;
The New Footman.
and
may
dence of said Ina M. Dudley is unknown to y> ir
description an
Anyone sending α sketch
lib ellant and cannot be ascertained by ream.'
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether
Fun seems nil tlie funnier when comInvention w probably patentable. CommunicaWherefore he prays that a diable diligence.
tions strict lyconlldentlal. HANDBOOK on Patenta
ing from the Quakers. because it is unvorce may Le decreed to him for the
•ent free. Oldest aaency for«fcuruigpatents.
alleged.
looked for and in contrast with their
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
Dated at Paris, aforesaid, this 11th day if
tprrial iiotUe, without chargo, In the
For instance, what
usual sobriety.
•January, A. D. l'JUS.
EDWIN G. DUDLEY
couitl be funnier than the method used

Patents
....

by Nicholas Wain, a gifted minister of
the Friends who lived in Philadelphia
during the eighteenth century, to mortify the carnal pride of his wife? The
story is as follows:
The wife of Nicholas Wain was an
only daughter, and for those days possessed a very large Inheritance. She
thought it would be suitable to her
wealth and station to have η footman
behind her carriage. This wish being
frequently expressed, her husband ut
last promised to comply with it. Acthe next time the carriage
ordered for the purpose of making
a stylish call she was gratified to see
When she ara
footman mounted.
rived at her place of designation the
door of the rarrinpe was opened and
ίlu» steps let down in a very obsequious
manner by the new footman, and great
was lier surprise and confusion to rec«

ordingly

.vas

ognize in him her

own

husband.

Nests of tha Golden Eagle.
Every pair of eagles whose habits I
have had an opportunity of watching

period of a few years would
to have Invariably at least two
alternative sites for their nests. Some
have three, and I know of one with
In fact, I only know of
four sites.
one pair out of many which habitually
resort to but one place and only one.
The reason for this is. however, apparent, for owing to Its situation it
has never been disturbed. The nest
Is In a small cavern on the face of an
absolute wall of limestone roik gome
8(10 feet high, at about 400 feet from
the summit. Above the ciilT Is a talus
of loose stone at an angle of forty-five
degrees or so, above which again rise
over a

seem

precipices.

To reach the nenresi
point above this nest would be a long
day's work.—London Saturday Review.
other

University of Paris.
The doctor's degree In the University
of Paris is so entitled as to designate
the faculty under which the work was
done, as those who do literary work

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. largest dr.
dilation of any scientific Journal. Terms. 13 a
year; fourraonths.fi. Sold by all newsdealers.

STATE OF MAINE.
January 11,1*"?
OXFORD, 88.
Pereona'ly appeared the above named F.dwln
G. Dudley and made oath that the foregolii*

New York
& Co.3e,B
MUNN
Branch Office. 625 F 8U Washington, D. C.

statement as to the residence of said Ina M
Dudley Is true.
Before nie,
JAMES 8. WRIGHT,
Justice of the Peace

A LOW PRICE

State ok Maine.

(seal)

ON

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

Oxkord, 88 :
Supreme .Judical Court, In Vacation. >»
January 16, A. D. 190t\
Ukon the Fokeooinq Libel, ORDERED,
That the Libelant give notice to the said Ina M
Dudley, Llbellee, to appear before the Iti-i'.··
of our Supreme J udlctftl Court, to be holden it
Paris, within aud for the County of Ox ford, on tinsecond Tuesday of March, A. D. 190$, by pub
Babisf an attested ropjr of said KM, and this
order thereon, three weeks successively In the
Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In l'arl-,
In our County of Oxford, tbe last publication
In; :10 days at least prior to said second Tuesday
Marc
of March,
l'JOS, that she may there and then V
our said Court appear and snow cause If any sh
have why the prayer of said Libelant should uot
be granted.
A. R. SAVAGE,
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
County ok

—

patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F.

A true copy of libel anil order of court there,
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk
Wright A Wheeler, attorneys for Libellant.

Corner Main and Danforth

Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,
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and

CURE

THE

LUNGS
Cocoa beans grow in
pods on the trunk

King's
New Discovery
m™

Dr.

and limbs of

FORCSHSr JSfcA

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNQ TROUBLES.

|

GUARANTEED SATISFACIOBYI
V
OB MONET REFUNDED.

They

more

six

food val-

than beef,

ue

/e

the

use

beans

grown and
nothing in

would receive the degree doctor of letters, etc. To obtain the doctor's degree the candidate must possess the
lower degree of the corresponding division of work, submit two theses on
different questions, reply to questions

tree.

contain

times

cost

deli-

a

tropical

cate

highest

that

are

there
our

is

cocoa

but cocoa.

That Is why It is
the most delicious of
cocoas.

objections concerning them, pay a
fee of 140 francs and present UK) printed copies of one of his theses to the university. The candidate for the degree
doctor of letters must write one thesis
If In
in Latin, the other in French.
the scientific department, the thesis
or

Tin:

«

aim

a.

towMT

ro

must be on some original investigation; if in theology, the examinations
both oral and written.—School Bulletin.

are

Almost ac Bsd.
"Was no one injured in the railway

collision, count?"

No. Nevertheless It was a most painful situation. First, second, third and
fourth class passengers ail mingled together. Simply unheard of!"—Transatlantic Taies.

Left Out In the Cold.
Elder (discussing the new minister's
probation discourse)—in my opecnion
he wasna Justified in dividing folk Into
the sheep and the goats. I wadna just
say, Jamie, that I was among the
unco
were

do

guld, an' I wadna say that you
among the unco bad.

we come

in?

He'll

no

So whar

do for us,

Jamie.
We'll no vote for him.—London Punch.
An Estimate and a Hope.
"You've heard her, you say?" remarked Mr. Dubiey.
"Ah, she certainly has the gift of song."
"Well, I hope that's what it is," replied Miss Knox. "I should bate to
think she paid anything for it"—Phil-

adelphia Press.

Same Old Misery.
"S'pose dar wuz α turkey fer every
man In de country?"
"Wouldn't make any difference, fer
dey'd have wings enough to fly out er
reach."—Atlanta Constitution.
A man's misfortune le like a shoe—
If too large, It trips him up; if too
small, It pinches him.—Hone·.

Good

adTertlalna la tbe
pulla trade.

mixnrt which

You may have Just an pood
values as tbe other fellow, but
If be tells tbe public about bis
ability to do better for tbeiu tbuu

any one else and you do i:ot be
will get the trude.
Tell people why It Is to their
advantage to trade with you.
Tell them convincingly and
keep telling them.

—Chicago Dry

Goods

Reporter.

The driwlnc power of an
ad. la caused by Ita circulation,

Κ yon want to reach
nae thta paper.

the people,

NOTICE.

Notice 1· hereby given that ALBERT C.
EAMES of Bethel, Maine, haslnade application
to the 8tate Board of Bar Examiners for examination for admission to the Bar at the next session of the Board to be held at Bangor on tbe
flrst Tuesday of Tebrutry, 1900.
JOHN B. MADIGAN,
Secretary ot the Board.

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

Cirasses ind brstitlfle· th« hair.
Promeut a luxuriant growth.
Nittr ralla to BMlore Oray
Hair to ita Toothful Color.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

ΡΟΙ£Τ5ΠΟΝΕΓ^ΓΛΚ
fee «Alldnnt »afm, eure. Me spiels*

n.

